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CONDITIONS OF SALE. 

FIRST.—The highest bidder to be the buyer; and if any dispute 

arise between two or more bidders, the lot so in dispute 

shall be immediately put up again and resold, provided 

the auctioneer cannot decide the said dispute. 

SECOND.—No person to advance less than ls.; above five pounds 

5s.; and so on in proportion. 

THIRD.—AIl lots are put up for sale subject (a) to any reserve 
price imposed by the seller and (6) to the right of the 

seller to bid either personally or else by any one 

person who may be the Auctioneer. 

FouURTH.—The purchasers to give in their names and places of 

abode, and to pay down 5s. in the pound, or more in 

part of payment, or the whole of the purchase-money. 

if required; in default of which the lot or lots so pur- 

chased to be immediately put up again and resold. 

FiFTH.—Each lot is believed to be genuine, but should any lot 

prove to be a forgery, or reprint, or wrongly described 

in the catalogue, the purchaser is at liberty to take or 

reject it, provided always that notice of such rejection 

be made and the lot returned within seven days from 

date of sale. 

SIXTH.—The auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible 

for any action that may arise, acting solely as agents 

between buyer ana seller and for both equitably. 

The Auctioneers do not hold themselves responsible for 
the safe custody of any lots left more than three days 
after the date of Sale. 

Please Note. 

The metal in which the coins are struck is indicated thus : — 

Al =gold, A=silver, A2=copper or bronze. 
El=Electrum (an alloy of gold and silver). 
Bl=Billon (an alloy of silver and copper). 

Care is taken to describe accurately the condition of coins 
and medals, using the following scale: Extremely fine, Very fine, 
Fine, and Good. Where no condition is stated it may be assumed 
that the coins and medals are not in good condition. 
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CATALOGUE 

THE VALUABLE AND EXTENSIVE 

COLLECTION OF COINS 
Formed by the late Right Honourable LORD GRANTLEY, 

of Priory Lodge, Old Windsor, 

Sold by Order of the Executors. 

Third Portion 

Day of Sale: 

Wednesday, March 22nd, 1944 
At 1.0 p.m. precisely. 

ANGLO-SAXON PENNIES, &c. 

MERCIA 

For Coins of Peada (655-657) and Aethelred (675-704) 

cf. Second Portion, lots 747-756. 

OFFA 

Lot A.D. 757-796 

*817 Penny, with bust (B.M. Cat., I, V, 1) +OFFA(’, REX+, 
diademed bust to r., rev. ALH/MYN/D in three lines a/- 8*+0 
within wreath ending in serpent heads, numerous dots, wt. 

18 grs., rare 1 

*818 Penny (B.M. Cat., V, 15), : OFFA REX around diad. bust 
to r.; rev. IBBA in angles of floreated cross containing a sv 
small cross in centre (Lockett, Coinage of Offa, Pl. X, 10), Se 
wt. 19 grs., very fine and very rare 1 

““Frem the Huxtable, Bergne, Addington and Montagu 

(lot 186) sales. , 
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*819 Penny (B.M. Cat. V, 5) +@FFA REX, diad. head r., hair 
in curls; rev. +CI<L/HARD in two lines divided by a 

4-5 °:oO coiled serpent, wt. 19.2 gts., fine and extremely rare, 
found in Rome 

**From the Montagu sale, 1895, lot 190. 

820 Penny (B.M. Cat., VI, 5) + @FFA:R'EX x, bust to r.; 

rev. PEHVALD (HT mon.) in angles of cruciform figure 
taaa- o* Oo containing floreate cross with wedges and pellets in angles, 

wt. 17.5 grs., somewhat chipped and very rare 

**From the Marsham (57), Montagu (183) and Murdoch 
(12) collections. 

*821 Penny. OFFA + R:EX, diad. bust to r. within circle, above, 

37-0-0 ornament; rev. : + P:E: + ND + RA + E® cross of 
four ovals, around four pellets, within wreath, wt. 18 grs., 
fine and extremely rare, slightly chipped. Found in the 
Thames, and formerly in Sir John Evans’ collection 

“See R. C. Lockett, The Coinage of Offa, Num. Chron. 
1920, Pl. XI, 14. 

*822 Penny (B.M. Cat., V, 11). ..: OFFA -: -: REX bust to r., 
hair curled; rev. EA LR ED within the limbs of a cruci- 

29-0c-o form figure traversed by a voided cross fleurée; in the 
centre, cross and various pellets, wt. 19.3 grs., fine and 
very rare 
‘From the Stavely collection (lot 148A) and Murdoch, 
1903 sale (lot 15). 

823 Penny (B.M. Cat., V, 6) -: + O:F:F-A + REX: +, un- 
™ma-o-s draped bust to r.; in front, branch; rev. (Cee Riek 

divided by rose-shaped ornaments, wt. 18 grs., fine and 
very rare 
“From the Berghesi, Brice and Montagu collections (lot . 
178). 

824 Pennies (2) with bust, one cf. B.M. Cat. V, 15, moneyer 73-10-00 IBBA (B.M.C, 21), and the other, EDILVALD (BM. 
Cat., V, 12), from the L. A. Lawrence collection 

*825 Penny. without bust (Lockett, Pl. VI, By oo > ORRA—= » ° REX* in two lines across the field, above \; rev. BABBA 2/s-C2- oO acros the field, above and below, two ornamental lunettes, 
wt. 20 grs., fine but slightly fractured on edge, and 
extremely rare : 
‘From the Rashleigh sale, lot 88. 
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#826 Penny (Lockett, Pl. VII, 10), ...O.°. Fs Fi A in angles of 

cross with © in centre; around, crescents containing cross- 

lets of pellets; rev. cross voided with forked ends; in the 

angles, "EC ‘BA .-. [+ +D; in centre, cross fitchée within 

a circle, wt. 19.4 grs., very fine and very rare 

827 Penny (Lockett, Pl. IX, 2) % — + OFFA: :.: REX in three 
lines across the field, the dividing line beaded; rev. 
.+.L°1IO:L:HAR:D in the curves of a cruciform 
figure, etc., wt. 20.6 grs., fine but chipped 

‘*From the Murchison (lot 63), Bcyne (lot 1,117) and 
Murdoch (16) sales. 

*828 Penny (Lockett, Pl. IX, 5) OF in square compartment, Bm” 
below, —(+ above, on sides, floral ornaments; rev. in four 

circular compartments G O B A; in centre, cross in circle, 

wt. 17.5 grs., fine and very rare 

‘From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

829 Penny (Lockett, Pl. IX, 9) .: © .../+ OFFA/REX in three 

lines divided by dotted lines; rev. +&+/GOBA/+8+, 
wt. 19.7 grs., fine and very rare 

‘From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

830 Penny (Lockett, Pl. IX, 18, var.) AYA/+OF : FA -/- 
R: EX in three lines across the field divided by plain lines; rev. 

oe NO /EPE+ EP 3Bi- 42 also in three. lines, 
wt. 21 grs., fine and rare 

_*831 Penny (Lockett, Pl. XI, 15) OF F A in semi-circles around 
small circle within which cross pattée; rev. ED VV AR 
DT around circle within which cross of four ovals on cross 
pommeée, wt. 16.4 grs., only well preserved and pierced, but 
extremely rare 

‘From the Evans collection. 
om 

832 Penny, OFFA+REf in two lines, within circle of beads, 
+ 

dotted dividing line; rev. CYDGERhT in two lines, with 
beaded dividing line, wt. 14.6 grs., fine and very rare 
“From the Montagu (lot 211) and Murdoch (lot 20) sales. 

833 Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. VII, 12) .: % :./+OFFA/‘-REX 
across the field, in three lines; rev. + ‘L‘4°L in com- 
partments of quartered quatrefoil, etc., wt. 21.6 grs., 
very fine but pierced and very rare 
Found at Bury St. Edmunds; from the Evans collection, 

36-02-°0 

Q2/-o° oO 

S2- OS 

a> Oe 

42 -£0°0O 

F-f0-:o 

JwJ2 -O*O0O 

-f£O~o 



16-0: © 

a7-COo-+°0 

Q@-710°:°0 

422-0C°*+ © 

S2a-a-0o 

19 -02* Oo 

6 

834 Penny (B.M. Cat.,, Pl. VII, 14, var.) + OFFA REX 
between limbs of cross botonnée over which is a smaller 
similar cross; rev. + ADD between limbs of cross voided 

ending double and botonnée, within which ©, etc., 
wt. 17 grs., very fine, slightly chipped, and very rare 

834a Penny (B.M. Cat., No. 56, cf. Pl. VII, 16) 7/+OFFA/ 
: REX in three lines; rev. sWW/ NI, compartment with 

bilobed ends between lines of legend, very fine and rare, 
slightly chipped 

835 Penny (obv. cf. B.M.C. 40; rev. B.M.C. 9) OFFA/REX in 
two lines, divided by floreated line; rev. INNOND in the 

angles of a lozenge-shaped cross with cross in centre, 
wt. 17 grs., only well preserved but very rare 

‘*From the Allen Sale, 1898. 

836 Penny (Num. Chron., N.S., Vol. XV, p. 196) ... ..° + 
O'F ‘FA .:. R.:. EX .*, in three lines, the two dividing lines 

beaded; rev. +DEIIIVND arranged in two lunettes 
divided by beaded lines, numerous pellets in the lettering 
(Rud., Pl. 4, 20 var.), wt. 20.5 grs., fine and very rare 

‘From the Archdeacon Pownall (lot 27), Montagu (lot 
196) and Murdoch (Ict 19) sales. 

CYNETHRYTH, Widow of Offa. 

A.D. 796 

*837 Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. VII, 3) .:.E:.:0°*BA diademed 
bust ‘r.; rev. +CYNEDRYD REGIN; in centre, circle 

within which 7, wt. 16.4 grs., good and of the highest 
rarity 

"From the Devonshire, Wigan, Marsham (lot 69) and 
Montagu (lot 69) collections. 

COENWULF 

A.D. 196-822 

Pennies with Bust 

*838 Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. VIII, 14) +COENVVLF REX ™ 
diad. bust r.; rev. SWEFHERD MONETA cross fourchue 
with pellet in each angle, wt. 20.7 grs., extremely fine 
and very rare 

‘From the Shepherd and Montagu (lot 248) sales. 



839° Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. VIII, 15) similar obv. to last, rev. 

4+VERHEARDI MONETA cross pommée over cross Jo-c°°? 
pattée, wt. 20.6 grs., extremely fine and very rare 1 

**From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

840 Penny (Rud., Pl. VI, 20; Num. Chron, 1882, p. 64, 8). 1-75 - oO 
Similar type to last; moneyer EBBA, fine but chipped 1 

‘From the Delgany (Ireland) hoard and Evans collecticn. 

*841 Penny (Num. Chron., 1882, p. 65, 14) +COENVVLF 
REX” diad. bust r., rev. + OBA TONETA cross moline bg = & ~ Gs 
in inner circle, wt. 19 grs. (cf., Rud. VI, 7), very fine, 
slightly chipped, rare t 

‘Same pedigree as last coin. 

*842 Penny (Rud., P) 6, 4) +COENVVLF REX ® bust to r., 
head bare; rev. DEALLA MONETA, cross-crosslet, pellet 4S +O =o 

outside each angle, wt. 22 grs., extremely fine and very 
rare 1 

‘"From the Cuff (lot 283), Dymock (60), Murchison (78), 
Lake-Price (16), Brice and Montagu (229) and Murdoch 
(23) collections. 

S43 Penny (Hks. type 19; Num. Chron., NS. IV, p. 75) 
+COENVVLF REX  diad. bust r.; rev. P-©-CES+ in 8-°-°©e 
the angles of a cross composed of five beaded circles, a 
pellet in each, wt. 17.6 grs., slightly damaged, otherwise 
fine, extremely rare 1 

“From the Whitbourn (lot 51), Montagu (250) and 
Murdcch (26) sales, 

*844 Penny (Rud. VI, 8; B.M.C, VIII, 2; N. Chron. 1882, p. 65, 
15) +COENVVLF REX Y bust r.; rev. +OBA+MON 47 -o-O 
+ETA cross moline in inner circle, from which the three 
crosses in the legend issue, wt. 19.3 grs., slightly chipped, 
otherwise extremely fine 1 

‘From the Delgany hoard and Sir John Evans’ collection. 

*845 Penny (cf., Rud. VI, 18; N.C. 1882, p 68;- 27) 
+COEHVVLF REX‘, bust r.; rev. L:VL: in four com- 1 om 
partments of a quatrefoil; stars of pellets in each external 
angle, wt. 19.5 grs., very fine and extremely rare 1 
‘Same provenance as last coin, 
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Penny (N.C. 1882, p. 66, 28) +CONVVLF YEX wW bust r.; 

rev. +L: V_L.:. in the compartment of a quatrefoil, stars 
of pellets in each angle, wt. 22 grs., extremely fine and 
rare 

"Same provenance as last coin. 

Penny, +COEVVLF YEX YY small bust in circle; rev. 

+LVL in four compartments of quatrefoil, wt. 19.3 grs., 
extremely fine and rare 

"From sale at Sotheby’s, 4/ VII/1891. 

Penny (N. Chr. 1882, p. 64, 4; Pl. IV, 5) +COENVVLF 
REX , no inner circles; rev. +EE :.: OEh:E:ARD™, 
cross crosslet, no inner circle, wt. 22.3 grs., extremely fine 
and rare 

‘From the Delgany hoard and Sir John Evans’ collection. 

Penny, +COENVVLF : REX 7, bust r. in circle; rev. 

+DIORTOD YONETA, cross fourchue, with pellet in 

centre and outside forks of the cross, wt. 20 grs., slightly 
chipped, very fine and extremely rare 

**From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

Penny, bust x.; rev. SIGES TEF (ONETA) within circle 
A, chipped, extremely rare; another, rev. +EP+PI+HI 
four annulets within square compartment, fine and very 
rare 

Pennies without Head or Bust 

Penny (Rud., Pl. 7, 26; B.M. Cat., Pl. IX, 2) +COENVVL 

R‘E’X around beaded circle, in which is the Mercian Y; 

rev. DVDA between the arms of a tribrach moline of double 

lines, wt. 22.6 grs., very fine and rare 

Penny (cf., B.M, Cat., Pl. IX, 2; N. Chr. 1882, p. 67, 37) 
+COENVVLF REX around circle within which 1; rev. 
PEN DVV INE, double tribrach moline, voided, dividing 

the legend, wt. 20 grs., very fine and rare, slightly chipped 

‘From the Delgany hoard and Evans collection. 

Penny (cf., B.M. Cat., Pl. IX, 1) similar obv. to last coin; 
rev. SE BERHT in angles of double tribrach, wt, 18 grs., 
very rare 
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854 Penny, +COENVVCF REX around ¥ in dotted circle; rev. - 

P:IN.:.T’R:ED-." cross with pellet in each angle within 43-10 

beaded circle, wt. 19 grs., fine and very rare 1 

**From Sir John Evans’ collection. 

CEOLWULF I 

A.D. 822-823 or 824 

Pennies with Bust 

#855 Penny (N. Chr. 1882, p. 68, 4; Pl. IV, 12) +CIOLVVLF 

REX bust to r. within circle; rev. CEOLhEARD cross- 22-CO- ® 

crosslet, no inner circle, wt. 19.3 grs., extremely fine, 
but slightly chipped, extremely rare 1 

‘*From the Delgany hoard and Sir John. Evans. 

*856 Penny (B.M. Cat., 108; cf., Rud. 8, 1) x CEOLVVLF 
REX %, diad. bust r.; rev. +POD/DEL YO/NETA in 3oa-° -o 
three lines across field, divided by two straight lines with 
curved ends, wt. 20.5 grs., very fine and very rare 1 

“From the Cuff, Wigan, Brice and Montagu (lot 264) 
collections. 

"357 Penmy (cf.. Rud:, Pl, XXIX; N. Chr., 1882, p. 67, 1) 
+CIOLVVLF REX ™ bust r.; rev. +EALHTAN 2s -o *°o 

MONE, within circle : A :, wt. 20.5 grs., very fine and 
very rare 1 

*’From the Delgany hoard and Sir John Evans. | 

858 Penny (cf.,-B.M. Cat., Pl. IX, 8) obv. similar to last coin; 

rev. HER/+ Hda4/RHT in three lines across the field, 5 ee, 
divided by two straight lines with curved ends, wt. 
17.4 grs., well preserved, chipped, and very rare 1 

‘From the Marsham (lot 81) and Montagu (lot 262) sales. 

*85° Penny (N. Chr. 1882, p. 68,10) +CEOLVVLC REX bust 
T.; rev. +EADGAR in two lines, long crosses and star 
between, wt. 20.5 grs., very fine, slightly chipped, and 0217 -e 6 
extremely rare 1 

*’From the Delgany hoard and Sir John Evans. 

*860 Penny, without bust (cf., B.M. Cat., Pl. IX, 12; Hks. 578) 
CIOVVLF REX MERCI, in centre within circle long cross 
between OR (mon.) and V (Merciorum) ; rev. SOELhLIN 
™, in centre, within circle, cross crosslet, wt. 21.6 grs., : 
extremely fine, and a unique variety of this very rare type; as Fe 
probably struck at Canterbury 

‘From the Brice and Montagu (lot 265) collecticns. 
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BEORNWULE 

A.D. 823/24-825 

*861 Penny, with bust (Rud. 27, 1) +BEORHPVLF REX, head 

3IP-o-oO r.; rev. + YOMM A, cross crosslet within circle, wt. 21 grs., 

fine and extremely rare 

‘"From the Cuff, Addington and Montagu (lot 268) 
collections. 

862 Penny, with bust (cf., Rud., Pl. VII; Num. Chr, 1882, p. 
—7o*- Oo 1) +BEO[RNVV |LF REX, head r.; rev. EPDHOP . 

+r ET, cross crosslet within circle, fine but cracked in half, 
very rare 

‘From the Delgany hoard, and Sir John Evans. 

WIGLAF 

A.D. 825. Deposed 829? Restored 830-839 

*863 Penny, without bust (B.M. Cat., Pl. IX, 15) +VVILLAF 

R:E:X : %, cross with pellet in each angle within 
beaded circle; rev. +REDMAND across the field, between 

2235°:°°:0 two beaded lunettes containing the last two letters of the 
: moneyer’s name, with four pellets in the upper, and seven 

in. the lower lunette, wt. 22 grs., very fine, and of tlie 
highest rarity, only one other believed to be kncwn, which 
is in the National Collection 

‘This great rarity came from Lord Pembrcke’s sale, 1848 
(iot 19) and then Rashleigh (lot 58, realised £275). 

BERHTWULF and AETHELWULF (of Wessex) 

A.D. 839-853 

4,O°> O9- OG *864 Penny. +BERHTVVLF REX, head r.; rev. IAEDFLVVLF 
REX, cross pommée over cross pattée, wt. 16 grs., 
in good state, but chipped, of highest rarity 

Published by Lord Grantley, On some unique Anglo-Saxon 
coins, Num, Chron., 1900, p. 154 (illustrated). 

*'From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

BERHTWULF 

A.D. 839-853 

865 Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. X, 2), BERHTVLF REX, head r., 
diademed; rev. +BYRNVVALD, cross with annulets in ° 
angles, wt. 16.3 grs., fine, but chipped, and very rare 

‘Prem the Pembroke, Dymock and Boyne sales, 

@e-s*o 
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*366 Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. X, 5) BERHTVLF REX, head r., 

Bae rev. +DENEHEAH cross moline, wt. 17 grs., 19-C- °O 

very fine, slightly chipped, very rare 1 

**From the Doulton collection. 

866a Penny (cf., B.M. Cat., 131), similar obv.; rev. OSVVLF 

MONE, cross crosslet, chipped; another (B.M. Cat., 121), (-f2.°9 

rev. BYRNVVALD, cross with two limbs crosslet, chipped ; 

a third, +[DE]NEHEA[H], cross crosslet voided in 

centre, a fragment 3 

867. Penny (Hks., Pl. VI, 85, this coin), obv. Christian monogram; “- 5 ~O 

rev. Saxon %, fine, but fragmented, very rare 1 

‘From the Dymock, Murchison and Boyne collections. 

BURGRED 

A.D. 853-874 

868 Penny (Type a) BVRGRED REX, bust r., diad.; rev. 
+EDELVLF MONETA in three lines across the field 

(Rud, 8, 6), and othets, moneyers, BERHEA, CYHEHL, IF-70-0° 
EANRED, and LVDIGA, fine on 

869 Penny (Type a), moneyer EDELVLF (found under West- 

minster Bridge), and others, BERHEAh, DALELTE, rare, 4-o-°o 
HVGERE, and TATEL, fine 5 

870 Pennies, similar, moneyer E.DELVLF, BIORNOD (broken), 
DEALLE (chipped), DVDPINE, ODIGA, and : 
VVLFEARD (chipped), and another (a fragment), J- 5S -o 
chiefly found under Westminster Bridge 7 

871 Pennies, similar, moneyers DVDDA, GVDHERE, HEAVVL, : 
LIAFVAL and OSMHD, chiefly fine 5 a 

872 Pennies, similar, moneyers, EDELYLF, GYDNERE, 
HEAVVL, TIDHELM, and WLFERD, ail fine 5 fe See 

873 Penny (Type b), BVRGRED REX, bust r. diad.; rev. MON/ 
VVINE/ETA in three lines across the field, and a variety, : 
both very fine a als Ss 

874 Pennies (Type d), similar obv., rev. legend in three lines, 
with crooks at each end, moneyers CENRED (B.M. Cat., P 
182), DVDA. DVDEC, and DVDEMA, all fine eo 
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875 Pennies, moneyers DIARYLF, DVDEMAN, EDELVLF, 
ad ies HEAVVLEF, fine 

876 Pennies, similar, moneyers DVDEMA (2 var.), HVGERE, 
foe-e°* oO TATA (chipped) and WINE, well preserved 

AETHELRED 

Subregulus of Mercia 

Circa A.D. 886 

*877 Penny (B.M. Cat., Type XIV; cf., Pl. VI, N.C. 11 and 13) 
+ED La ED ZE, within circle, cross pattée; rev. EDEL/ 

STAN in two lines divided by two single pellets and a 
wer O,- © trefoil, wt. 19.5 grs., very fine and very rare 

“From the Carlyon Britton Sale, 1918, lot 359 (see 
description and explanatory note, from Brit. Num. Journal, 
Vol. VII, p. 55). 

KINGS OF KENT 

EADBERHT II, PRAEN 

A.D. 796-798 

(O-10°0 *878 Penny, +H...A BERHT, within plain circle Px ; rev. 

E@BA in angles of cross, with each limb ending in annulet 
with pellet in centre, fine, but chipped, said to be wnique, 
if properly attributed 

Found in Rome, 1899. 

SS -/o-+0 "879 Penny (Num. Chr., 1882, p. 62, 2) .. EA ~ D > BEARN “ss 
REX in three lines across the field; rev. ... Y : BABBA 

V-- JOC: V also in three lines, wt. 17.3 grs., fine but 
chipped, very rare 

‘From the Delgany hoard and Sir John Evans. 

19P-2f2-o 880 Penny, .*. EAD .‘./BEARHT :/REX; rev. -[+]-/H:EP- 
EL :/: M@D, well preserved, slightly chipped, very 
rare; found at Maidstone 

EADWALD 

A.D. 798-801 

881 Penny, A-.D/EADV/REX in three lines across the field, 
was CO * O divided by beaded lines; rev. E A NO+ in four angles of 

beaded cross within quatrefoil, broken and mounted 
in a silver frame, extremely rare 

‘From the P. W.P. Carlyon-Britton Collection (cost £14). 

tl 
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CUTHRED 

A.D. 798-807? 

Penny (Rud., Pl. 3, 2; Hks., 53) +CVDRED REX CANT 

bust, r. diad.; rev. +VERHEARDI MYONETA, cross 

pommée, a wedge in each angle, very fine and extremely 

rare 

From the Montagu (lot 288) and Murdoch (lot 35) sales. 

Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. XI, » 4) similar obv.; rev. 

+SIGEBERHTI MONETA, cross pommée over cross 
pattée, very fine and rare, slightly chipped 

Penny, a variety of last coin, fine and rare 

“From the Boyne sale, 1896, lot 1,129. 

Penny, without bust (B.M. Cat., Pl. XI, 7) +CVDRED REX 
cross pattée with wedges in angles; rev. +PE RHE ARD, 
tribrach moline voided, wedges in angles, very fine, 
slightly chipped 

*-From the Marsham sale. 

BALDRED 

A.D. 807-825 

Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. XI, 9) +BALDRED REX CEP, bust 
r., diad.; rev. +EDEL{YOD MONET, circle within which 

annulet with pellet around which eight wedges, fine and 
extremely rare ; 

**From Sir John Evans’ collection. 

Penny, (BM. Cat., Pl. XI, 8) +BELDRED REX CANT, 
head r., diad.; rev. SICESTEF MONET, very fine and 
extremely rare 
“From the Dimsdale, Rich, Barrett, Dymock, Murchison, 
Shepherd and. Montagu (lot 291, realised £20 10s.) sales. 

7 

Penny (cf., B.M. Cat, Pl. XI, 8) +[BALD]RED REX 
CANT, head r., diad.; rev. [DIO] RPOD YONETA, and 
in the centre within circle DRVR LITS=Dorovernia 
Civitas (Canterbury), wt. 16.5 ers., a fine fragment of 
an extremely rare coin ; 
‘From the Rashleigh sale (lot 86). 
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889 Penny (Num. Chron., XIV, p. 46, engraved from this coin) 
+ BALDRED REX CN, rude bust r. with ear indicated by 

a. *.© Mercian 1; rev. DUNVN MONETA, cross moline within 

circle, wt. 17 grs., fairly preserved, but with broken edge 
and holed, extremely rare. Found near Guildford. Also 
a fragment, same moneyer, DVH[VN] 

“sFrem the Whitbourne, 1869 (lot 40) and Rashleigh (lot 
87) sales. 

*890 Penny, without bust (cf., Hks. 59) +BELDRED REX 
CAN, cross within inner circle; rev. +ZIG ENTEF, cross 

within inner circle, wt. 20 grs., very fine and very rare 

‘From the Delgany hoard and Sir Jonh Evans. 

po-0-° 

ARCHBISHOPS OF CANTERBURY 
JAENBERHT 
A.D. 766-790 

Ga-c-~ © *891 Penny, with name of King Offa of Mercia, A.D. 757-796 (cf., 
B.M. Cat., Pl. XII, 2) +IAENBERHT AREP, star of 
eight rays within circle; rev. © FFA/REX, double anchor 
pattern enclosing legend, wt. 16.1 grs., fine and of 
highest rarity; found in a garden at Godmanstcne, near 
Cerne, Dorset, 18638. 

‘From the collection of Sir John Evans. 

AETHELHEARD 

A.D. 793-796 

GG6-e-cs *892 Penny, with name of Offa (N. Chr., N.S., Vol. V, Pl. XIV, 
3, engraved from this coin), AEDIL HARD PONT, in 

centre, the Christian monogram; rev. OFFA REX YER >, 

Christian monogram, wt. 194 grs., fine and of great 
rarity 

j 
*, From the Rashleigh sale (lot 90). See Note in this cata- 
logue, respecting the date of issue of this coin. 

36-00 *893 Penny, with name of Coenwulf, King of Mercia (cf., B.M. 
Cat., Pl. XII, 5 and 3) +*A:EDIL-: HEAR:.:D’A:R’, in 

centre EP, within circle; rev. +COENVVLEF: R:.:EX, in 

centre, within circle, wt. 20.5 grs., very fine and 

extremely rare 

* Belonged to Professor D, O'Sullivan, Dublin, who stated 

that it came from the Delgany hoard (but not recorded in 
Num. Chron., 1882). 
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WULFRED 

A.D. 805-832 

894 Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. XII, 7), +VVLFRED ARCHIEPI, 

bust facing, tonsured; rev. +SAEBERHT ONETA, 
monogram, for DOROBERNIA CIVI, within circle, 
well preserved, but holed and slightly chipped, very rare 

"From the L, A. Lawrence collection. 

895 Penny, +VVLFREDI [AR] CHIEPISCOPI, bust facing; 
rev. DOROVER [NI] AE CIFITATIS, in centre -A:;, 

broken, but otherwise in good state, and extremely rare ; 
another (B.M.C., Pl. XII, 7), moneyer’s name, 

SV[EFNERD] and monogram, a fragment 

SEDE VACANTE 

A.O. 832-833 

*896 Penny (Rud. 13, 1), +SVVEFHERD MONETA, Royal head 
to r., diad.; rev. DORO/BERNIA/CIVITA/S in four lines 
aocross the field; above, cross between two pellets, very 
fine and very rare 

“. From the Marsham (ict 120) and Montagu (lot 312) sales. 

897 Penny, similar to coin in last lot, cracked, and edge broken, 
from the L. A. Lawrence Collection, and a fragment 
(Rud. 134) with facing bust, tonsured, +SV[VLFH]RD 
MONETA, rev. as last, very rare 

CEOLNOTH 

A.D. 833-870 

With full-faced bust 

*898 Penny (B.M. Cat., XIII, 4), +CEOLNOD ARCHIEP, 
tonsured bust, facing; rev. +BIARNRED MONETA upon 
the limbs and between the angles of a beaded cross, very 
fine and rare 

‘From the Murdoch sale, lot 41. 

899 Penny, of similar type, LIAB CE MO-N-E-TA (Hks. 145), 
very fine, but chipped; another, a fragment Ps 
SVVEBHEARD PP agment, moneyer, 

ete" 

fS> = Vee 
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Penny (Rud. App 
CEOLNOD AR 

bust, facing, 

16 

27, I, engraved from this piece), 
CHIEP, full-face bust with head 

apparently looking over left shoulder; rev. 
+CIMOINE[NE mon]TA DOROVERE, and in the 
centre, within a plain circle, CIVITAS in the angles of a 
cross, wt. 134 grs., well preserved, clipped, extremely rare 

‘From the Rashleigh sale, lot 99. 

Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. XIII, 6) +CIALNOD ARE, tonsured 

wearing - pallium; rev. +VVHERE 
MONETA, monogram [DOROBERNIA CIVI], fine and 
rare 

‘From the Mont agu Cabinet. 

Penny, of similar type, moneyer, +BIORNMOD ‘ONET, 
fine and rare; another, with +LIL MONE [TA DOR] 
VERN (B.M. Cat., Pl. XIII, 3), broken in half; a third 
B.M. Cat., XIII, 5), SVEBHEARD, in centre, Christian 
monogram, cluipp 

Penny, with profile bust, type of Burgred of Mercia or - 
Aethelred I of 

ed 

Wessex (B.M. Cat., Pl, Xt, 8) 
+CEOLNOD ARCHIEP, bust r., diademed; rev. MON/ 

TOLLA/ETA in three lines, no cross before moneyer’s 
name, very fine and very rare 

*‘;From the Sainthill, Addingtcn and Montagu (lot 326) 
collections. 

PLEGMUND 

A.D. 890-914 

Penny (type of B.M. Cat., Pl. XIII, 18) 
ARCHIEP, within circle, DORO (Dorobernia); rev. 
MVNFR’‘/ED M< in two lines; above and below, °.-, to 
r. +, well preserved, edge broken, rare 

KINGS OF EAST ANGLIA 
BEONNA 

Circa. A.D. 760 

cf. Second Portion of Catalogue, under Sceattas 

AETHELSTAN I 

A.D. 828-837 

+PLEGMVND 

Penny, without bust (cf., B.M. Cat., 13), +EDELSTANI, in 
centre, ‘A’; rev. VOM /+MOME/TA, numerous pellets 
in the field, fine and rare 

**From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

ea 
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906 Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. XIV, 6), +EDELSTAN RE, cross 

pattée over saltire pattée; rev. +EADGAR MONE, cross 

pattée over saltire pattée, very fine, but slightly 

cracked, rare 

907 Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. XIV, 6 var.), AEDIFSTAN REX, 

cross pattée over saltire pattée; rev. EDILHELHI MOH, 

same type as on obv., fine and rare 

*sFrom Sir John Evans’ collection. 

*908 Penny, similar type, +EDELSTAN REX, cross pattée over 
saltire pattée; rev. +EDELSTAN REX, as obv., very 
fine and very rare, said to be unpublished 

*909 Penny (B.M. Cat., 16), +EDELSTANI, in centre A; rev. 
+ TORHTHELHI, cross pattée with pellet in each angle, 
very fine and rare 

910 Penny (cf., lot 905, supra), +DELST:A‘N:I, in centre ‘A’; 

rev. *Y-O-H:/+ QOHE/T.:.A’.:, fine and rare 

AETHELWEARD 

Circa. A.D. 837-850 © 

“Sil Penny (cf., BM. Cat., Pl. XV, 3), ~ABDELVVEA - RD 
: REX, in centre A in circle; rev. 4+ EADNNVND NN, and 

runic A’ (for Angliae), cross pattée with pellet in each 
angle, very fine and rare 

912 Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. XV, 4), obv. similar to last; rev. 
DVD:DA OHE, cross pattée in circle of dots, well 
preserved and rare 

“From the Boyne sale, 1896 (lot 1,125). 

(ST) EADMUND 

*913 Penny (type B.M. Cat., Pl. XVI, 2), EADHVND REX; in 
centre A within dotted circle; rev. +EADPALD MQ, 
cross pattée with pellet in each angle, within circle, fine 
and rare 

*‘’From the Cuff ccllection. 

914 Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. XVI, 3), +EADM[VN]D REX, cross 
pattée with pellet in each angle; rev. +DA[ET] HELM 
MO :, same type as on obv., fine but edge broken 
‘From the Lawrence collection. 
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*915 Penny (type B.M. Cat. XVI, 4 var.), +EADMVND REX, 
in centre A transformed into x]x within circle; rev. 

&-/0- 0 BEORNFERD [1-1 0, cross pattée with pellet in each 
angle, fine and rare 

‘From the Allen collection, 1898 (lot 196). 

916 Penny (B.M.C., 48 var.), +EADMVN:D:REX:AN, similar 
4-15 °° A to last; rev. BEORNFE :: RDMIO, cross with pellet in 

each angle, fine but chipped 

"From the Briggs collection. 

917 Penny (type B.M. Cat., Pl. XVI, 5), +EADMVND [REX] 
AN, in centre +; rev. +DVDDA:.:‘O‘E, cross pattée 

dp wee ~ Oo with pellet in each angle, broken; another, +EADMUND 

REX, in centre A; rev. +EADIHVND HI, and rev. type 
of last coin (B.M.C, 60), very fine (ex. L. A. Lawrence) 

7-15°-° *918 Penny (B.M.C. 60), similar to second coin in last lot; rev. 

EADMIVND HI XV (runic for ANGLIAE), very fine 

919 Penny (B.M.C. 68), rev. +EADVVA:LD xxOLI, cross 

pattée with pellet in each angle, fine; another, rev. 
13-2 -oO ho T 

+EDEANEIM MO (B.M.C. 70), fine, and a third 
(B.M.C. 75), +VN OH EDETIAVLE, very fine, but 
chipped 

‘From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

AETHELSTAN II 

A.D. 878-890 

IS -~2-O *920 Penny (cf., B.M.C. 100 and rev. 103), + ED EL IA RE, 
in centre, cross pattée; rev. IVDEL/BERD in two lines; 
in centre, pellet, wt. 20.6 grs., fine and very rare 

~ ‘From Prof. A. S. Napier sale, 1916 (lot 22; £18 10s.)) 

MEMORIAL COINAGE OF ST. EADMUND 

Jf-0-+ 0 "921 Penny (B.OLU., p. 119, No. 428 Pl. XVI, 17), 
+ ILE HV VILX REX E, cross pattée; rev. MCEEA 
DITI VIITI, in centre A; wt. 21.2 grs., fine and very rare 

"From the Carlyon-Britton sale, lot 814, where it is at- 
tributed to an Uncertain King, temp. St. Badmund. 
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Pennies (type 1), +SCEAD IIV, in centre A, rev. 
+BADIMONI, in centre, cross in_ circle; rev. 

+ DAIEMOND MOTA (B.M.C. 332); DAIEMOND MOI 
(B.M.C. 333), good 

Pennies, +ISCEIAIDI, rev. DAIEMON; +SCEADMVNDLE, 

rev. SIGEINIIDMONETA (cf.,. B.M.C, 568); rev. 
+ADABERTI, and Halfpenny, +Aq ON, in centre, A; 

rev. IDI9IH, cross in circle, unpublished, edge broken 

Pennies (4), moneyers, varied legends on obv., revs. 
+ADRA*DOI, +ANSTIER MOE, +ONMONAITIAI 
and +OqAMACIY, all fine 

Pennies (4, Type 2), moneyers, +ADRADVSVVO ME; 
+AD : ALBER; +3+BNIVT DNYSE, and RODVLF, 
one very fine 

Pennies (5, Type 3), moneyers, +ONHONAI IAII; 
+MIIFNTIN; +ONTIONAIIMI; +MEVDAYH, and a 
fragment, three fine 

Penny (Type 2), moneyer, +ADRADYSYYOIE; another, 
(Type 3), +O—IBVI:NIOME, and others (2), 
+CAIROEDBVIVIE; +YYINEMONETAI, ail well 
preserved 

Pennies (4), moneyers, +DAIEMOND MOTA; + AOACBERT: 
MIE; +IAORDMETME; and +BIVRDNIVOT, fine 

Pennies (4), moneyers, +I JCEIIDIIIAII; +F.R” AB— 
ae + @EARTVIODI, and ADRADVS VVOME, all 
me 

Pennies (2), +SCFADMIID RE, rev. +WINIER NONET (B.M.C. 628); +SCFA : MVNI, rev. +OHIIoHIAIR. 
both very fine; the second coin from the Marsham 
collection 

Halfpenny (B.M. Cat., Pl. XIX, 9 var.; N. Chr. V, Pl. 4-48 
var.), +dANASIN : P :; I, large A with pellet in place of 
central bar, within a beaded circle; rev. +IIOM - - Ai” : 
O:I, cross pattée within a beaded circle, wt. 84 grs., 
very fine and very rare 

a the Cuff, 1854 (lot 387) and Rashleigh (lot 123) 
sales. 
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*932 Halfpenny (N. Chr. V, Pl. 4, 48), +“CEA : DM :- DI, in 

: centre A without central bar; rev. +O—IBVI-NL: NL, 

ae oe cross pattée within circle, very fine and very rare 

-**From the Marsham (lot 109), Montagu (lot 871), and 
Murdoch (lot 48) ccllections. 

933 Halfpenny, +SCIAI, similar type to last coin; rev. - @ 
@-<7° + FAERCI, and types as last, fine and very rare 

ST. MARTIN OF LINCOLN 

*934 Penny (Rud. XII, 1), SCIM ARTI, arranged in two lines, 
56G-°°*°? divided by a sword pointing to the right; below 1 between 

two wedges; rev. +INCOIA CIVT, a large voided cross 

containing a plain cross within a beaded circle, wt. 163 grs., 
extremely rare and in very good state, but with edge 
broken in several places; said. to be unique by Lord 
Grantley. 

‘From the Cuff sale, 1854 (lot 384) and Rashleigh collec- 
tion (lot 124). 

NORTHUMBRIA 

Penny Series 

(cf. Styca Series, II Portion, lots 757-813) 

CNVT (GUTHRED) 

A.D. 877-894 

4-G-+o 935 Penny (Type A), minted at York, CNVT at the extremities 
of a plain cross, with REX and four pellets in the angles; 
to 1., four pellets, etc.; rev. +EBRAICE CIVIT, cross 

pattée in beaded circle, fine 

G-& *QO ~ 936 Pennies (Type B), minted at York, patriarchal cross on obv. 
and with differing readings of name of mint on rev. (Num. 
Chr., Vol. V, Pl. IX, 126), all varied and very fine 

* Montagu sale (lot 402). 

3-4/7 -6G 937 Pennies (2), without mint name, with rev. MIRABILIA 
FECIT, varied legends, both fine 

Cunetti Type 

/4,~- © 938 Penny (Type A), +CVN -: NET -:- TI, cross pattée; dots in 
two angles; rev. CNVT on extremities of limbs of a cross, 
in field, pellet, very fine 
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Pennies (Type B; as Hks. 588), with patriarchal cross on 

obv., varied legends, all fine 

Pennies of same type, all varied, fine 

Pennies, of same type, all varied, fine 

Half pennies, CNVT REX arranged around patriarchal cross; 
rev. CVNNETTI, monogram of CARLOS in centre (Num. 
Chron., Vol. V, Pl. IX, 114), two varieties, one from the 

Bateman sale, 1893, lot 281 (£4), very fine and rare, 
one slightly chipped 

Penny or Denier of Quentovic (B.M. Cat., I, p. 219, var. 3), 
+IOR;AENAI, cross pattée with pellet in each angle; 
rev. +QVAVITOIVICI, cross pattée in thin circle, fine 
and rare 

"From the Cuerdale tind, and Carlyon-Brittcn (lot 258) 
sale. 

CNUT AND SIEFRED 

Circa A.D. 894 

Peuny (B. M, Cat., 1, Pl. XXV, 138) -> CHVI R..*. EB. + 

around patriarchal cross; rev. SI EF RED VS, cross pattée 
with pellets in two angles, very fine and rare 
**From the Andrew collection. 

SITEFRED 

A.D. 894—Circa 898 

Penny of York, +SIEFREDVS around patriarchal cross; 

rev. +EBIAICE CIVI, cross pattée with three pellets 
opposite each angle (B.M. Cat., Pl. XXXVI, 1), fine 

‘From the Robinson sale, 1891. 

Penny of York, CSTIEFRE/EDIISYE between long cross on 
two steps; rev. +ED*RAIxCEC:IVI, small cross 
pattée in circle (B.M. Cat., Pl. XXVI, 6), well 
preserved and rare 

Penny, without mint name, +SIEFREDVS, cross pattée with 
pellet in two angles; rev. R -:: E -:- + -:: X at the ends of 
a cross crosslet (cf., B.M. Cat., Pl. XXVI, 8); another, 
varied, both well preserved and scarce 
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948 Penny of York, with the name spelt SIEVERT (B.M. Cat., 
5S .-e2@°-°ec Pl. XXVI, 10), RS RT VE IE between limbs of cross 

crosslet, with .:. in each angle, rev. EB IAI CEC IVI, 

small cross pattée in circle, fine and rare 

**From the Bateman sale, 1902. 

5-0: 0 949 Penny, without mint name (B.M. Cat., Pl.- XXVII, 3), 
-+SIEUERT REX, Patriarchal cross, dots in angles; rev. 

+D-:NS~-DS.REX., small cross pattée, dots in two 
angles, fine and scarce 

‘From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

f4-f40°* © *950 Halfpenny, without King’s name (B.M. Cat., Pl. XXVII, 
13), DNSD OREX in two lines divided by a small cross 
pattée; rev. II - ID: ALI .*. CIT, small cross pattée with 

pellet in two angles, within beaded circle, wt. 9 grs., 
very fine and very rare 

‘From the Rashleigh sale (lot 163). 

CNUT OR SIEFRED 
6G-°2- 0° 951 Penmies, probably struck at York, +MIRABILIA FECIT, 

cross pattée, rev. DNS DS/+ 2 REX in three lines (B.M. 
Cat., Pl. XXVII, 10), fine; two others, of similar type, 
one broken in half 

w-/75 -d 952 Pennies, minted at York, +EBRAECE C, Patriarchal cross, 

rev. MIRABILIA FECT, cross pattée (Num. Chr., V, 
Pl. X, 131), and a variety, both very fine 

‘From the Montagu sale (Ict 422). 

--«+f/5 * 6 953 Pennies of York (2), one as coins in lot 951, and the other, 
type of last lot, both fine 

4-4/co-°0o 954 Pennies (2), rev. DNS DS/+ & REX and blundered obv. 
legend; +NDADNVAI FEOT, and rev. as last, both fine 

EARL SIHTRIC 

(Period uncertain) 

/ *955 Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. XXVIII, 1) SITRIC COMEZ in two 
Fa=-0-o lines across the field, divided by three cross pattées; above 

and below, four pellets; rev. LVNDI SCELDFOR 
BERTVS in three lines across the field with three pellets 
above; wt. 21 grs., very fine and of great rarity 
“From the Cuerdale find, Murchison (lot 250) and Rash- 
leigh (lot 169, £72) sales. Cf. Note in Rashleigh Catalogue. 
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REGNALD (?) 

A.D. 943-944 

*956 Penny, of York (cf. B.M. Cat., PI. XXVIII, 6 var.), 

+RAILNALT, head of rude fabric to r., without neck, 
hair represented by two locks behind; rev. + EIA RICECT 
(York), a cypher in imitation of the Carlovingian mono- 
gram within a beaded circle, wt. 18 grs., very fine and 
extremely rare. Only two other specimens of this type 
are said to be known, both of which are in the Naticnal 
collection, 

“From the Hurt (lot 43) and Rashleigh (lot 171; 
£26 10s.) sales. 

*957 Penny, of York (Type 2; cf. B.M. Cat., Pl. XXVIII, 8), 
+RAICI RCT, open hand, fingers downwards; rev. 

+RAICI RCT, Carlovingian monogram; very fine and 
very rare 

‘From the Robinson sale, 1891 (£5 17s. 6d.). 

958 Penny, of York, of similar type to last, fine, but broken 
in half, and another (Type 3; cf. B.M. Cat., Pl. XXVIII, 
9), .. HIDIVI, hammer; rev. +EIJ VEI . ., sword pale- 
wise, dot in centre, fcund near Cambridge, apparently un- 
published variety of rev., fine but broken in half 

ANLAF 
A.D. 941-944; A.D. 949-952 

059 Penny (Type I; cf. B-M. Cat., Pl. XXIX, 1), +ANLA.. .»., 
trefoil; rev. +FA...A...ETA, standard, a frag- 
ment; another, of similar type and same moneyer, also a 
fragment, repaired, both coins very rare 

960 Penny (Type II; cf. B.M. Cat., Pl. XXIX, 2), +ANL : AF 
CVNVNLH, raven standard of the Vikings; rev. 
+ADELFERD MINETRI, small cross pattée within 
circle, wt. 14.6 grs., well preserved. This coin, from the 
Robinson sale, 1891, lot 31, realised £14 10s., but its 
genuineness is cpen to doubt. 

ERIC (BLODOX) 

A.D. 948-949 and 952-954 
*961 Penny, of York (Type I; cf. B.M. Cat., Pl, XXIX, Las 

+ E-*RIC:RE-XIO, small _ cross pattée; rev. 
../RADV/+ + +/FE *MO/.-., well preserved and very 
rare 
‘From the Evans collection, 
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962 Penny, of York (Rud. II, 1), ERIC/REX in two lines divided 
by sword; rev. +R*A*DVLF MEOI, wt. 19 grs.; 
another, moneyer, +LEOFIL: MONE, wt. 173 grs., 
both very rare, the first cracked, and the second holed and 
chipped cn edge 

‘*The first piece is from the Devonshire, 1844 (lot 148), 
Cuff, 1854 (lot 373), Dymock, 1858 (lot 95), Whitbourn, 
1869 (lot 62), and both coins from Rashleigh (lot 183) sales. 

ST. PETER OF YORK 

*963 Penny (B.M. Cat., Pl. XXX, 1), +/SCIPE/TR (mitre or 
pall) MO, sword r., between lines of legend; rev. 
+ 'EB.<R-A‘CE I, small cross pattée with pellet in 
each angle (B.M.C., 1,115), fine and rare 

‘From the Robinson sale, 1891 (lot 32). 

964 Penny, of similar type to last, coin, fine, but chipped 

965 Penny (Type 2; cf. B.M: Cat., Pl. XX, 2), 1./ CHT. / ee 
sword between lines of legend; rev. +TOEADCEI, in 

centre, mitre or pall between — —; very fine and rare 

*966 Penny, similar type, .:./SCIII i /TIIIIO/.:., sword r. +; 

rev. +ERIVIITOII, mitre or pall between — —; very 

fine and rare 

‘From the Rebinson sale, 1891. 

907 Penny (ype 5, cf. B.M. Cat., Pl. XXX, 6), «./SCIPEY./ 
TRIM/Q; rev. +EBORACE CIV, small cross pattée 
within dotted border, fine and scarce 

"968 Penny, of similar type, + and to 1. oval ornament, SCIPE/ 
. + ./TRIM/+; rev. +EB RACE CIT, small cross 
pattée, fine and rare 

‘From the Briggs sale, 1898. 

969 Pennies, similar type, varied legends, very good 

970 Pennies, similar type, two other varieties, onc from the 
Des Forges collection, well preserved 
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KINGDOM OF WESSEX 

ECGBEORHT 

A.D. 802-838 or 839 

*971 Penny, of Canterbury (Type I), +ECGBEARNT REX, diad. seo-e@-e 
bust to r., within circle; rev. +BOSEL MONETYV, in 
centre, monogram for DOROBC, fine and very rare, 
cracked 1 

*972 Penny (Type X), +HECBEARHT REX, cross pattée with i 
dot in each angle, within dotted circle; rev. +PVLGAR RP -oO 
MONET A, cross crosslet within circle, fine and very rare 1 

‘From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

973 Penny (Type XV), +HECB...EX, cross pattée; rev. 
+ [SP]JEFHER.[D], cross of five limbs, a fragment, very = 
rare; another (Type XX), +EGGBEO, in centre, 2-790 * 9 
SAX/ONIO/RVM; rev. F+AM+ OIL, cross pattée, also 
a fragment, extremely rare. The first coin was published 
by Lord Grantley in Num, Chron., 1920, p. 161, illustrated 2 

*974 Penny (Type XIX), +E...RHT REX , cross crosslet 
within circle; rev. +I... WVDN MOHE, monogram TA 

(for SAX), within circle of dots (this coin reprceduced in g-5 ~o 
B.M. Cat. II, p. 5, from Num. Chron., N.S., III, 46), a 
fragment, fine and extremely rare 1 

‘From the Humphrey Wickham of Strood collection 
(1894, lot 177). See also Lord Grantley, On some unique 
Anglo-Saxcn coins, Num. Chron., 1920, p. 159, illustrated. 

AETHELWULF 

A.D. 838 or 839; died A.D. 858 

*975 Penny, of Canterbury (Type I; B.M. Cat.>5), +EDELVVL: 
F REX, in centre DORIBI in circle; rev. +EALGMVND =a. 
MONETA, in centre, monogram CANT, within circle, fine 
and rare 1 
* From the Robinson sale, 1891 (lot 109). 

976 Penny, of Canterbury (B.M. Cat., Pl. II, 2), + E DELVVLF 
REX, in centre, monogram of Canterbury; rev. HVBEANT 
MONETA, within circle BORIBI written from right to left, 
fine, a very rare variety of this type 1 
‘From the Montagu sale (lot 473), 
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Penny, similar type, moneyer, + EDELMVND MONETA, 

the A in the monogram of Canterbury, very large, well 
preserved and rare; another, with .U ELMVND, 
chipped, otherwise fine 

‘Both from the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

Penny (Type V), +EDELVVVLF REX LF, cross pattée 
with wedges in angles; rev. +OSMVND MOHETA, in 
centre, SAX/ONIO/RVM (B.M.C., 30), well preserved 
and very rare 

‘From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

Penny (Type Va; B.M. Cat. II, Pl. II, 7), +AEDELVVLF 
REX, cross pattée with a wedge in each angle; rev. 
+OCCIDENTALIVM, and within circle, SAX/ONIO/ 
RVM, very fine and very rare | 

"From the Dymock, Shepherd (lot 64) and Montagu (lot 
493) sales. 

Penny (Type XI), +EI :.:qFLVJF+09 R:°:, diad. bust r.; 
rev. +MAHH..T: IIOIITH, cross crosslet, blurred 

legends, fine but chipped, very rare 

‘From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

Penny (Type XVII), +AEDELVVLF REX, diad. bust r.; 
rev. EDELNOD MONETA upon limbs and between angles 
of cross formed by beaded lines (B.M.C. 68), well pre- 
served and rare; another, similar, EDELMOD MONETA, 
fine, slightly chipped 

Penny (B.M.C. 76), +AEDELVVLF REX, diad. bust r.; 
rev. +TORHT VLF MONETA upon limbs and between 
angles of cross, etc., very fine and rare 

‘*From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

Penny (cf. Type XXI), +EDELVVLF REX, cross with 
wedge in each angle; rev. +BERGMYND, cross with two 

wedges in each angle, fine and rare, edge slightly broken 
(ex. L. A. Lawrence) 

Penny (a fragment), E..VLF RE, diad. bust r.; rev. 
.. » MVND YON in centre, straight line between two 
crescents, fine 
“Published by Lord Grantley, N. Chr, 1900, p. 169, 
illustrated, 
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AETHELBEARHT 

A.D, 851-858 

Penny (Type I), +AEDELBEARHT REX, bust to r.; rev. 

AEDELVEALD MONETA upon limbs and between angles 
of cross formed of beaded lines; another, similar, moneyer, 

+ DIARMOD MONETA (B.M.C. 18), both fine 

Penny, of similar type, moneyer, BEAHMVND, and 
DEGL :: AB, both fine, the second a new moneyer, 
both chipped 

Penny, similar type, moneyer HVNRED, very fine but 

chipped; another [AE]DELN[OD, a fragment 

Penny, similar type, moneyer, HVNRED, chipped; another, 

SEFRED, both fine 

“'The first coin from the Briggs collection, 1893, and the 
second from the Shepherd and Andrew collections 
(£3 15s.). 

Penny, similar type, moneyer, HEREFROED; another, 
+TORHT VLF MONETA (B.M.C. 52), both very good, 
but chipped 

Penny, similar type, moneyer, CENRED (B.M.C, 10), fine, 
but chipped; another, no fillet on head, TORHTVLF, well 
preserved 

Penny (Type II; B.M.C. 64), +AEDELBEARHT REX, 
diad. bust r.; rev. +TORTMVND MONETA, floriated 

cross with leaf in each angle, wt. 17 grs., very fine and 
very rare 
‘From the Cuff, Dymock, Murchison, Bergne (lot 147), 
Addison, and Mcntagu (lot 503) sales. 

AETHELRED I 

A.D. 863-866 

Penny (Type I), +AE+) EL RED REX, bust r., hair un- 
bound; rev. MHO-/BIARHEA/‘HETA upon limbs and 
between angles of cross formed of straight lines, fine and 
rare 
‘From the Andrew collecticn. 
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Penny, similar type, moneyer’s name in three lines, +DYDD: 
‘MON: ETA, fine and scarce 

‘From the L. A, Lawrence collection. 

Penny (B.M.C. 20), similar type, moneyer’s name, MON/ 
ELBERE/ETA, fine and scarce 

Penny (B.M.C. 33), similar type, moneyer’s name, MON’/ 
MANN/ETA., slightly chipped, scarce 

AELFRED 

A.D. 871-901 

Penny (Type I; B-M. Cat., TI, Pl. V1, 2), ELEBRED 
M—xX+, diad. bust r.; rev. +IAIA M@NETA in three 

lines, the upper and lower portions being contained within 
lunettes (Hks. 173), very fine and very rare, with the 
“*Maximus’’ or ‘‘Merciorum Rex’’ title 

‘From the Shepherd (lot 69), Montagu (lot 548) and 
Murdoch (lot 88) sales. 

Penny, same type, but obv. legend, AELFRED REX, diad. 
bust r.; rev. .“. MON .*./+OSRIC .:./"ETA * +, extremely 
fine 

‘From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

Penny (B.M. Cat. II, Pl. VI, 4), +AELBRED REX, diad. 
bust r.; rev. SIEESTEF MONETA in three lines, the upper 
and lower in lunettes broken in centre of curve, very fine 
and a very rare variety of the ‘‘lunette’’ type. 

‘*Frem Archdeacon Pownall and Montagu (lot 546) 
collections. 

Penny (Type I), moneyer, MMO.:./DIAREL/‘NETA, fine, 
but chipped; another, MON/HEBECA/HTA, and a third 
(Type B, 1), AELFRED M+T on obv., moneyer, 
VVLFRED, scarce, chipped 

Penny (Num. Chron., N.S., Vol. X, Pl. II, 3), AELFRED 
REX 2, large bust of the King to r., diademed; rev. 
DVNNAM+NETA in angles of cross crosslet, each limb 
extending to the outer circle, open centre enclosing X, one 
pellet outside in each angle, three pellets after moneyer’s 
name, engraved from this coin in Num. Chron., and pre- 
sumed to be the finest known specimen of this reign, 
very rare 

‘From the Cuff (lot 454), Bergne (lot 160), Addington, 
Montagu (lot 554) and Murdcch (lot 79, £25 10s.) sales, 
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Penny (Type VI), ELFR EDREX, diad. bust of King extend- 
ing from edge to edge of coin; rev. the London monogram 
with cross above and without any pellets in the central O, 
fine and very rare piece of crude fabric 

‘'From the Bergne and Allen, 1898 (lot 212, illustrated) 
sales. 

Penny (Type VI), :ELFRE DREX, diad. bust r.; nine pellets 
above; rev. the London monogram, pellets in O; pyramid 
of dots above; to r. .:., and below, cross, fine and rare 

Penny, similar type, above monogram, .:., below, pyramid of 

dots, fine and rare 

“From the Webb sale, 1895. 

Penny, similar type, ELFR EDREX, eleven pellets above bust; 
rev. the London monogram, below, cross, to r. .:., and 
pellets in the O, very fine and rare 

Penny, similar type, ASLF RED RE; rev. the London 
x 

monogram; below, .:.; no pellets in the O, fine and rare 

Penny, similar type, ZELFR ED REX; rev. the London 
monogram, no pellets in the O, above, cross, and below 
“+, fine and rare . 

**From the Andrew collection. 
. 

Penny (Type IX), ALFR ED RE, diad, bust r.: rev. the 
London monogram, between cross and -::; above and 
below, in straight lines, TILEVINE/MONETA (cf. 
B.M. Cat. 116), very good but chipped 

“From the Webb sale, 1895. 

Penny, of similar type and same moneyer; above and below, 
a cross, and also to left of monogram, fine, but chipped 

Penny, similar to coin in last lot, but broken im two; another (Type V), diad, buts r.; rev. cross pattée within lozenge around which circle of pellets, and moneyer’s name, HEL... —- STAN MONETA, very rare, but in fragments soldered together 
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‘Penny, similar type, moneyer, 
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Penny, of Castle Rising? (Type XII; B.M. Cat., Pl. V, 12), 
AELFRED REX, rude bust in ornamental robe extending 
to edge of coin; rev. AADELVF MO in two lines divided by 
a monogram of ROISENE; wt. 223 grs., fine and 
extremely rare 

‘From the Boyne (lot 156) and Rashleigh (lot 219) sales, 
See Note on p. 40 of the Rashleigh Catalogue. Only 
three specimens known of this coin. 

Penny, without bust (Type XIV), AEL FRE DREX, small 
cross pattée within circle; rev. H.DER/+++/ED MO in 
three lines (B.M. Cat., I, Pl. VI, 16), very fineand rare 

‘From the Marsham (lot 150), Montagu (Ict 560) and 
Murdoch (lot 90) sales. 

Penny, similar type, moneyer, A DEL/VLF MO in two lines; 
in centre, three crosses; pellets above and below, very fine; 
another, moneyer, CVDB/ERHT, two pellets in centre, 

very fine 

CYD:/5..t-/YYLE;, fim; 
another, DEA/:/LNU, well preserved; and a third, 

DVDIG/:: : :./MON, fine 

‘From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

Penny, similar type, moneyer, EADA/** +/VALD; and 
others (2) ECP/../VLF and qqv]/- +: 7/THag, 
all fine, the last chipped, and from the Montagu sale 
(lot 168) 

Pennies (8) similar type, moneyers HEREF/:/ERD ::., 
chapped; PBE/:: </RET, end PY =."/s75.3.7 
ERHT::, fine, the last two from the Montagu sale (lots 
568 and 566) 

Pennies (3) similar type, moneyers PYHB/:: * :-/ERHT, 
very fine; *“/VVLF/.../RED+/:, fine, from the 
Cuerdale hoard; ACLE/ ° : -/* JEFEIF 

Penny, similar type, moneyer, SIHVH/:. — :./HE FEC (cf. 
B.M. Cat. 370; Pl. VI, 13), fine and rare, found at 
Cambridge (cost £5) 

Penny, similar type, +RECH+LHC XL, small cross in 
circle; rev. :}/VVLF/+ : :-/RIEDI, fine and rare 

**From the Andrew callection. 
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Penny (ype XVI; B.M. Cat. I, Pl. VI, 18), ELFRED RI 

(retrograde), small cross pattée in circle; rev. CNVIT 
REX at the extremities of a large cross with pellet in each 
angle, wt. 21 grs., well preserved and extremely rare 

*'From the Rashleigh collection, lot 227, illustrated. 

Penny, of Canterbury (Type XVII) EIT ROUED NIAII, 
small cross pattée in circle; rev. :/BHDIA/IAqGmM?/I, 
blurred obv. legend, pierced, well preserved and rare 

Penny, of Canterbury (B.M.C. 7), ELFRED REX DORO; 
rev. [BYRNVA/ +: * */LDM</°, well preserved; another, 
with rev. */DIARVA/: -/LDM2:/:, very good; a third, 
TIRVA/LDM &, cracked and chipped: and a fourth eee 
XIlla), +ALFRE+I, cross in cmcle; rev. + ..C. 
A NI, large A in circle, doubly pierced, very rare 

Penny, of Oxford (Type XVIII; B.M. Cat. II, Pl. V, 9), 
-+/2-RONA/AELFRED/F<>+RDA/.:. in three lines across 
the field; rev. BERHX/+-:-+/ fine and rare 

‘From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

Penny, of Oxford, similar type; rev. -:-/BERHV/ long cross 
sideways /ALD NO/+; cross after ELFRED on obv., 

fine and rare 

“From the Montagu sale, lot 542. 

Penny (Nani. Chiron., V, Pi. 1, 8; B.M..Cat. Il, Pl. Vi, 17), 
+EL+FRE DRE, small cross pattée within beaded circle; 
rev. ? AUR SSC in two lines across the field, divided by 
three crosses; cross above and below, very fine and 
extremely rare 

‘’From the Cuerdale heard, and the Cuff (lot 466), 
Murchison (lot 201), Shepherd (lot 78), Montagu (lot 571) 
and Murdoch (lot 91) salés. Only three specimens known, 
one in the British ie ottang another in the Rashleigh sale 
(lot 226), and this. 

Halfpenny, of Canterbury (Num. Chron. V, Pl. III, 29; 
B.M. Cat. If, Pl. IV, 11), + ERNV p<-rR<E 
(Dorobernia) , small cross pattée in circle; rev. BVEL 
FN <> in two lines divided by single pellets, very fine and 
Snes rare 

‘From the Murchison (lot 215), Shepherd (lot 76), 
Montagu (Ict 516) and Murdoch (lot 93) sales, 
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*1026 Halfpenny, of Bath (Type XXIU; B.M. Cat. II, | 
Ey’ EDR (blurred), small cross pattée wit 
circle; rev. ELI—BAD in two lines across field, and orna- 
ments, overstruck, well preserved, and of highest rarity 

‘From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

END OF FIRS? DAY'S SALE. 
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Second Day's Sale 

‘ 

COMMENCING AT 1.0 P.M. 

EDWEARD THE ELDER 

A.D. 901, died 925 

Penny, with bust (B.M. Cat. II, Pl. VII, 9), +EADVVEARD 
REX, bust to left, not diademed, hair long and tied ina 

knot at the back; rev. VWWLFRED MO in two lines, divided 
by pellet between two crosses, above and below, three 
pellets, extremely fine and very rare 

‘From the Brice and Montagu (lot 575) collections. 

Penny, with bust (Type III; B. M.C. 81), +EADVVEARD 
REX, bust to left, crosslet on King’s breast; rev. .*.+.°./ 

GARE/+ ++/ARD MO/:.:, well preserved and rare 

Penny, with bust, +EADVVEARD REX, bust 1., not 
diademed; rev. .*./MANNA/+++/MANNA/«.:, well 
preserved and rare; belonged to Dr. P. W. Joyce, who 
stated that the coin was found under some stones at 
Ratheroghan, Co. Roscommon, Ireland. 

Penny, without bust (Type II), +EADVVEARD REX, small 
cross pattée in circle; rev. .*./BAD/+++/DAMO/-.: 
across the field, fine; another, moneyer, BEAHS/TANMO 
(B.M. Cat. II, Pl. VII, 2), good 

Pennies (2), similar type, moneyers EOFR MVND, and 
GVNT ER MO, both fine, the second from tlie Montagu 
collection. 

Pennies (3), similar type, moneyers, RASGEN-VLFMO. . 
TIOTE-MONE, and AZDER-EDMO, the first fine, 
the other two only well preserved 
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Halfpenny (B.M. Cat., I, Pl. VII, 5), +EADVVEARD 
REX, small cross in circle; rev. BIORN VVALD in two 
lines, divided by three crosses, above and below, pellet, 
fine and extremely rare 

‘From the Cuff (lot 491), Martin (lot 25), Murchison (lot 
248), Shepherd (lot 84), Mcntagu (lot 586) and Murdoch 
(lot 108) sales. = 

*1034 Penny, of Bath (Num. Chron., N.S., Vol. X, Pl. VI, 10, 

*1035 

*1036 

*1037 

*1038 

engraved from this. coin), +EAD WEARD REX SAX 
ONVM ..:. in four lines across the field; rev B : A across 

the field, above and below a cross pattée between two 
pellets, wt. 25 grs., very fine and extremely rare, slightly 
chipped 
* This is the earliest coin of Bath, and it is better than the 

only other known specimen. From the Cuff, 1854 (lot 
480), Dymock, 1858 (lect 127), Murchison, 1866 (lot 247), 

Bergne, 1873 (lot 184) and Rashleigh (lot 233) sales. 

Penny {(B-M. Cat; Tl, Pl.» VEE, 257 dilies, aiS2), 
+EADVVEARD REX, small cross pattée within linear 
circle; rev. DX/DEOR/MODM in three lines on either side 

of Hand of Providence giving the Latin benediction (i.e., 
with the third and fourth fingers closed); below, small 
cross pattée, very fine and extremely rare 

‘From the Devonshire ?, Cuff (lot 479), Bergne (lot 188), 
Brice, Montagu (lot 604) and Murdoch (lot 107) sales. 

Penny (B.M., Cat. I, Pl. VIII, 13) obv. similar to last coin; 

rev. EADMVND divided by the lofty facade of a Saxon 
Minster (possibly that of Canterbury), very fine and 
extremely rare 

“From the Dimsdale (lot 609), Durrant (lot 23), Wigan, 
Brice, Montagu (Ict 594) and Murdoch (lot 98) sales. 

Penny (B.M. Cat. II, Pl. VIII, 9, obv. as No. 1035; rev. 
OSVLF across field, and divided by two curved branches 
forming an S, very fine and extremely rare 

‘From the Wigan, Brice, and Montagu (lot 591) 
collections. 

Penny (Rud., Pl. 28, 1), obv. as No. 1035; rev. HEREMOD 

across the field, eight-petalled flower beneath; above, 
straight line halving the coin, from which springs a two- 
branched rose-tree bearing a single flower on a straight 
stem, fine and very rare — 
‘From the Wigan, Brice, Montagu (lot 589) and Murdoch 
(lot 103) sales. 
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Penny (Type IX); rev. moneyer BOIGA, above and below, 

Hl ek ae from base on two steps (B.M. Cat. I, 

Pl. VIII, 3), broken in half, rare; another (Type Il), 

rev..moneyer DRYHT VALD MO, cracked, and only 

well preserved 

AETHELSTAN 

A.D. 925-940 or 941 

Penny, with bust, of Norwich (Type A9), +ASDELSTAN 
REX, bust to r., crowned; rev. +GIONGBALD 

MORDPI, small cross pattée within circle (B.M.C. 73), 

extremely fine and rare 

‘From the Montagu sale (lot 618). 

Penny, with bust, of Winchester (B.M. Cat., II, Pl. X, 4), 
+ AEDELSTAN REX TO BR, small bust to r., crowned; 
rev. LEOFRIL : MO VVINCI+, small cross pattée in 
centre, very fine and very rare 

“From the Wigan, Young, Brice and Montagu (Ict 627) 
sales. 

Penny, with bust, of York (Type X, var. a; B.M. Cat., Pl. IX, 
5), +AEDELSTAN REX (retrograde), bust to l., 
crowned; rev. + XLBERTE MO EO, small cross in circle, 
fine and very rare, slightly chipped 

**From Sir John Evans’ collection. 

Penny, with bust, of York (Type A, 8; B.M. Cat., II, Pl. X, 

11), +7EDELSTAN REX TOB, bust_r., crowned; rev. 
4+7EDELERD MO: EFER~-LT, small cross in circle, 
fine and rare 

"From the Montagu sale, lot 682. 

Penny, with bust (Type B; Hks. 184), AADELSTAN REX, 
bust to r. in crested helmet; rev. +VIARD+MONETA, 
cross crosslet in circle, very fine and extremely rare 

‘From the Devonshire, Martin, Murchison, Bergne (lot 
189), Brice and Montagu (lot 642) sales. Viard was a 
Chester moneyer. 

Penny, with bust (Type B13), +A2DELSTAN REX, bust to 
r. in helmet; rev. HERRIG MOHTA, cross crosslet, 
broken in half and repaired, very rare 

*;Frem the Brigg sale, 1898. 
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Penny (Type A, 4; cf. Rud. 30, 22), +AEDLSTAN REX..:, 
in centre, cross pattée; rev. PVLTSIG across field; below 

annulet; above, straight line, on which is a ehurch (York 
Minster) between three pellets on either side, very fine and 
win rare 

. From the Addington, and Montagu (lot 645) salés. 

Penny, similar type, +AEDELSTAN REX; rev. ETRAM/ 
-, M—O :., above, a church (York Minster or Winchester) 

between and 7%, very fine and very rare 

From the Marsham (lot 166) and Montagu (lot 648) sales. 

Penny, similar type, +AEDEL:S:TAN RE; rev. 
(M:IlgaT/Iqul, = Mon. Petri?; above, a church, 

between x—Ix, well preserved and very rare 

Biddy tha: Webb-wals, 180: 

Penny, ‘of Derby? (Type’A5; cf. BxM. Cat. Il, Pl. TX, 1), 
blundered legend, IA+ORV+D@+AI+ION STL 
¢§ PEI@q, cross in centre; rev. +OSIPOLDES MOT IN 
DEO, in centre, small cross pattée above which M, 
cracked and repaired, rare 

Penny, of Dover (Type A5), +AEDELSTAN REX, small 
cross pattée within circle; rev. +FOLCRED MO DOFER, 
same as obv., well preserved and rare 

Penny, of Leicester (Type A6), +AZSDELSTAN REX TO 
BRI, in centre, rosette of pellets; rev. EADMVND MON 

LEIGEC, same as obv.,afine; from the Crowther and 

Marsh collections. 

Penny, of Chester (Type 5), blurred legend, +EDELSOA 
+IRE+TDHPI, small cross pattée in centre, and a smaller 
one above; rev. DEORERD ONEIECIEI, same type as 
on obv., very fine 

Penny, of Shrewsbury (Type A6), +/2DELSTAN REX TO 
BER, moneyer +AZCGBERD MONE SLR, and another, 
+AEDELSTAN REX TO B and moneyer, +ENBERHT 
MTO ZCROB, both fine and scarce 

‘The second from the Londesborough collection, both frem 
the Montagu sale (lot 624), 
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Penny, of York, +EDELSTAN REX TO BRII; moneyer 

+ REGNALD MO EFOR‘IC; another, of same mint, and 
two varieties, both fine and scarce 

‘The first from the Scotby Find; both from the Murdoch 
sale (lot 112). 

Penny, without bust, of London (Type VIII), bust to r.; 
rev. GRIMPALD : M—@ LONDO, small cross; only well 
preserved; another, with blurred legend, + JETWTAN 
REX, small cross pattée in circle; rev. RE MECIMONIO 
(Rex Merciorum), same type as obv., fine and rare 

Penny, + EDEL STAN REX, small cross pattée in centre; 
rev. + MA YENER MOT:, same type as obv., new 
moneyer, fine, but edge chipped 

‘From the Evans ccllection. 

Penny (Type B, 1), +/#DEL~*-STAN RE, small cross 
pattée in centre; rev. ~./OD@ ‘/+++/MONE/.:.; 
another, obv. legend ending in REX; rev. moneyer; 
HERIGN, cracked; a third, moneyer, PINELE MO 
(B.M.C. 132), fine 

Penny, similar .to last; moneyer, BELGI MONETA (a 
moneyer’s name of Wessex); another, moneyer’s name, 
VVIL LVF M (B.M.C. 129), very good, the first 
chipped, from the Allen sale 

EADMUND 

A.D. 940-1; died 946 

Penny, with bust (Type VI), +EADMVND RE, bust to r., 
crowned; rev. BOSV WONETV, small cross pattée in 
centre, very good and very rare, edge chipped 

‘From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

Penny, without bust (Type B.1), +EADMVND REX, small 
cross pattée within circle; rev, .2.. /ASLFVA/ +++ /LD 
MO/::- (cf. B.M. Cat., 7-10), chipped; another, moneyer, 
BERNARD MO, very fine 

Pennies (3), similar type, moneyers, CVDIDMe@I; 
EOFERMVND M® (Shrewsbury), very fine, with orna- 
ments in the shape of an “ above and below name; 
HEREMOD MO (cf. B.M.C. 75), the second coin from 

‘ the York-Moore, Addington, and Montagu (lot 661) sales 
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Penny, similar type, +EADMVND RE; rev. + /ANad/ 

+++/DICTVS/:.: (B.M.C. 24), very fine and scarce 

‘From the Allen sale, 1898 (lot 228). 

Pennies (3), similar type, moneyers, EADSTANO (B.M.C. 
57)’ fine, but holed; +DERMODEM, very fine; and 
ENGELBERD MO, very good 
e 

Pennies (3), similar type, moneyers, INGELGAR : MO 

(possibly of York; this moneyer coined for Anlaf), two 
varieties, one chipped, with EBI after REX on obv.; 
MANNA MO, fine 

Pennies (4), similar type, moneyers, MAN (retrograde) NA 
MO (Robinson collection); OZVIN EMON, cracked; 
VVILAFE MO (B.M.C. 180), very fine, and 
REGENVLF M-O (B.M.C. 122), fine, from the 
Montagu sale (lot 166) 

EADRED 

A.D. 946; died 955 

Penny, with bust (Type V), +EADRED RE, bust r., 
crowned; rev. +HILDVLF MONETIII, small cross 
pattée within circle, in centre, well preserved, but chipped 
on the edge, rare 

Penny, with bust, of Norwich?, similar type, +EADRED 
REX, bust r., crowned; rev. +MAN -M@NE'N °° I, 

cross pattée, fine and rare; found at Killyon Manor, Co. 

Meath, Ireland; from Sir John Evans’ collection 
: 

Penny, with bust, similar type, same obv., rev. +MANIIA 
MONETA, cross pattée, fine and rare. As Manna 
was a moneyer of Norwich, it is probable that this coin 
should be assigned to that mint 

Penny, with bust (Type V var.), similar bust; rev, moneyer’s 
name, + .*. SARVVRD* MONE, fine and rare; this 
coin has been pierced and afterwards plugged 

‘From the Wigan and Montagu (lot 680) ccllections. 

Penny, with bust (Type V, var.), similar obv. to last; rev. 
+ VVILFRED M°ETA : TX, cross pattée, well preserved, 
very rare, edge slightly chipped 

Eo 
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Penny, without bust, of Shrewsbury (Type I) + EADRED 

REX, small cross pattée within circle; rev. rosette 

_/EADM/“+/VNDM/ rosette, fine but cracked. 

Eadmund was moneyer at Shrewsbury under Aethelstan 

Penny, similar type, +EADRED REX CI; rev. ../BRIG/ 

+++/ERMO/.:., very good, edge slightly chipped; 

another, moneyer, ALVERD, well preserved; a third, 

FREDICS, broken in half 

Penny, similar type, EADRED REX, small cross pattée, above 

which M; rev. BOIGA EZ MOT, very fine and scarce 

‘From the Cox sale, 1892. 

Penny (Rud. 19, 12), moneyer, AE DELVLF MO, three crosses 
between, rosette above and below; another, similar (Rud. 
19, 11), rev. FRARD MON, cross between two annulets, 
struck at York, both fine, the second rare 

“~From the Mcntagu sale, lot 686. 

Penny, similar type, moneyer, DVRM/O+0/OD MO, rosette 
above and below; another, rev. INEYG ES MOT, 
both fine, York mint (?) 

Penny, of York (Rud. 19, 18), +EADRED REX O, small 
cross pattée; rev. :. INGEL/+++/LAR MO/.:., fine 
and rare ’ 

“The letter O in the obv. legend is the m.m. of York. 
cf. Note in Montagu Sale Cat. (lot 690) which refers to 
this coin. 

Penny, +EADRED REX, rev. moneyer, LANO EYETO, 
very good; another, MART - IN MO, fine 

Penny, similar type, moneyer, SIGEAR ES MOT, very fine, 
but slightly chipped; another, moneyer, SPERLING, 
broken in three places around edge; a third, moneyer, 
VVILA F MON, in centre 0 +0, York?, fine but cracked 

Penny, blurred legend, +EC.*A*N DE RHT, moneyer, 
BERNARD M*°; another, IN : IOERECGI: rev. moneyer, 
ARN OW Mo; a third, + ANTIL REX CI, rey. HLDVLF 
MEO, only well preserved, the second chipped 
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EADWIG 

A.D. 955-959 

Penny, of Bath (B.M. Cat., Pl. XII, 8), +EADVVIG - 
REX, small cross pattée within circle; rev. .:./BALD/ 
+BDA+/PINE/..., fine but slightly chipped on the 
edge. The B.M. Cat. ascribes this coin to Bedford with 
BE+DA, but Lord Grantley to Bath. This piece was 
fcund at Bath 

Penny, of York (Type II), +EADVVIGE RE, small cross 
pattée; rev. EADM/oN+Eo/VNDM (B.M. Cat., 7); 
another, of Bath, moneyer, HEREVICM, in centre, 
BEt+DA, chipped 

Penny, without name of mint, moneyer EFRE/ + III+DI+/ 

D MON (cf. B.M.C. 24); another, HERIGER MO (three 
vaorieties), only good 

‘ od 

Penny, similar type, moneyer, HERIGER MO (from the Cox 
sale), and another, INCVC ES MOT, with M above cross 
pattée on obv., both fine 

EADGAR 

A.D. 957-975 

Penny, without name of mint (Type B1), +E °*ADG~ AR 
REX - A, small cross pattée; rev., moneyer, ADELAVER 

NO (B.M.C. 58), fine; another, ALBVTE MO; a third, 

crescent after REX; moneyer, IVEM/ONET, fine 

Pennies, similar type, moneyers, IVEH NE MO (2 var.); 
MARG ERMO, on obv. :- above cross pattée; NAMAN 
MO, very good, one chipped 

Pennies, similar type, moneyers, AZCHM AN OI; HACYF 
MIO, GIOID PINE, HERIGER MO (2 var.), all good, 
two chipped on edge 

Pennies, similar _type, R on obv. after REX, moneyer, 

REINAD MO; CARNA MO; two crescents after REX, 

HERIGER ER MO, INGOLF HV, in very good 
state, except the last, which is broken in half 

Pennies, similar type, moneyers, ALBVTE MO, HERIGER 

MO, VNBEIW Mo, IVE NONEAI, and ADELAVER 
NO, all very good, the last chipped 

bo) | 
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Pennies, similar type, moneyers, GRID MONE, NANAN 

MO (chipped), ATTERDIE, MANA MIO (cracked), 

RIGGVLF II, HILVLF HV (cracked), and BERENARD 

MO (broken in half) 

Pennies, similar type, moneyer, PINERN MO, FARNA MO, 

GARDEN MO, and EDERED M—O, all fine 

Pennies, similar type, moneyer, ASMAN MO, MANNA MO, 

ADELAVERNO, ALBVTE MO, and ING...LF M 

(broken in half), two others chipped 

Penny, with bust, of Southampton (Type V), +EADGAR 

REX ANGLOR, bust to 1.; rev. #+MANTAT M—O HAM, 
well preserved, but cracked across the field, rare 

**From the Murchison, and Allen, 1898 (lot 236) sales. 

Penny, with bust, of Stamford (Type V), +EADGAR REX, 
bust to r., crowned; rev. +LIOFSTAN MONE STA, 

small cross pattée within circle, fine, from the L. A. 
Lawrence collection 

Penny, with bust, of Huntington (Type V), similar obv. to 
last; rev. +DVDING M@NETA VN, small cross, very 
fine and rare’ 

“*From the Allen and L. A. Lawrence collecticns. 

Penny, with bust, of York (Type V), similar obv.; rev. 
+ALBE...ONHE, fine, but a fragment, from the Allen 
sale 

Penny, with bust, of Rochester (Type I), +EADGAR REX 
ANGLOR, bust to 1., diad.; rev. +SIDEMAN M -: ON 
RoF:, small cross, very good and rare, buckled 

Penny, with bust, of York (Type VI), similar obv.; rev. 
+ISVEF M—O EFER, small cross, very fine and rare 

Penny, with bust, of York, similar obv.; rev. GVNNVLF 
M:O EFER, fine, and another, of Wallingford; rev. 
ae MO PELIG, small cross (cf. B.M. Cat., 48), 

ine 

‘The first two from the Montagu sale (lot 735). 
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Penny, without bust, of York? (Type I d), +EADGAR 
RE, small cross pattée within circle; rev. rosette/ODEL/ 
O+O/RIHT/rosettoe, very fine but broken; another, of 
Leicester, DYRI/@®L+EO/MON, broken 

Penny (Type B Ic), +EADGAR REXI, small cross pattée 
and M; rev. moneyer, REG DERES MOT; others (Type 

B Id), of York?, AELFZIG MO; in centre, O+0, fine 
(2:vars.), and DVRMOD, same type, fine 

Penny (Type B Ic), moneyer, LEFINCES MOT; another 
(Type B Ig), VGELBERD, cracked; others (Type B4), 
moneyer, +EOFERARD MOT around circle in which 
rosette, and SIFERD MONE, very good, one chipped 
and another cracked 

Penny, of Chester (Type III), moneyer, +DVRMOD MO 
LEGE, small cross pattée; cracked; another, of Derby, 
+EADGAR REXZ A+ORV, cross and M within circle; 

rev. +BERENARD IN DER, same type as on obv., 
very fine and very rare, the second illustrated : 

Penny, of Huntingdon, type of ~ Jast coin, moneyer, 
+ AEDELZIGE MO X HVNT M.:.:, almost fine and rare 

Pennies, Type III, moneyers, +HEROLF+MON (2 var.); 
FASTOLF X _ ETII; +FASTOLF~- BOIGA, fine; 
EOFERMVNDIN, cross and Christian monogram in 

centre, chipped, and one with retrograde legends, chipped 

EADWEARD II (the Martyr) 
A.D. 975-979 

Penny, with bust, of Southampton (Type I), +EADPEARG 
RX ANEL, bust to 1., diad.; rev. +MAMCREMT WAN, 
small cross pattée within circle (B.M. Cat. Il, 9), very 
fine and scarce 

Penny, with bust, of Stamford, +EARPARD REX ANG, 
bust to 1., diad.; rev. + BOILA M—O ZTANF, small cross 
pattée within circle (B.M. Cat. II, 24), very fine and rare 

Penny, with bust, of Stamford, similar obv.; rev. +LEFNE 
M—O ZTANF, cross pattée, very fine and rare 

Penny, with bust, of Winchester, bust to L.; “rev. 
+ REGENVLF MO PIN, small cross pattée, only well 

preserved, scarce 

-_ 
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AETHELRED II 

A.D. 979-1013; 1014-1016 

1109 Pennies (Type 1) of Canterbury, bust to 1.; rev. + GuDPINE 

M—O CENT, small cross pattée; Dorchester, . 

4+VVIFNOD ON DORCE; Dover, +CVNZIGE @N 

DOFERAI; Exeter, +ISENGOD ON EAXCES, and 

another, +GoD ON EAXCESTRE, all fine 5 

1110 Pennies, similar type, of Huntingdon, rev. S : EPINE ON 

HVNTANDY; Ipswich, + LIOFSHE ON GIPE; Oxford, 

4+LEOFMAN ON OXNA FO; Leicester, +LEOFPINE a> 

ON LE; Lewes, +GODEFRID ON LAEVE, and another, 

+ELFPERD ON LEPGE, all very good 6 

9 

1111 Pennies, similar type, of Lincoln, small cross beside the cross 

-~ pattée in the field of rev., +DRENG M—O LINCOL, 

and another, +BRVNTAT M—O LIN, only the cross P a 

pattée, broken but very fine; and a third, +OZ...T hs 

M—®© LINCOL, broken; London, +PVLFRED ON 

LVND: EADPOLD MON LVND (B.M.C. 179) and 
+LEFNOD MQ@N LVND, the last from the Montagu 

sale, fine 6 

1112 Pennies, similar type, of London, moneyers, +GODA!R/E 

M@NLVND; +OSVLF ON LVNDEI; +EADSI M—@ 6 ier ~ 
LVNDII; others, of Lydford, +BRVNA ON LYDAFORD 
(B.M.C. 279), and +G@DA @©N LYDAFORD (B.M.C. 
280), the last two fine and scarce 5 

Ct 

1113 Pennies, similar type, of Norwich, moneyer, +OZPOLD 
MO NONRD (Montagu sale, lot 764); others of Rochester, a 
+EADNOD M@N ROF; Salisbury?, +GuDPINE ON A-7O ~S 
SEARB; Thetford, +A2LFPOLD...DEOD (broken), 
+ EDPINE M—O DEODF; +LEOFRIC ON DEOD, and ~ 
+ZVMERLID ON DEO (B.M. Cat., 385), chiefly fine ‘4 

1114 Pennies, similar type, of Totnes, moneyer, +HVNEMAN 
@©N TOTN&; others, of Wilton, +SAEPINE ON PILTV; 
Winchester (5), + ASLIEAHe ON PINCESTR, 7 ~o 
+BVRVNSTAN ON PIN, +BVRHNOB ON PINT, 
+ ODA @N PINICESTRE; and +ORDBRIHT ON 
PINCSR (B.M.C., 354), all fine 7 

1115 Pennies, similar type, of Winchester (5), moneyers, 

+ALFPOLD ON PINCST, +BREHTNOD ON PINCS; 
CYNNA ON PINCST, +LEOPINE ON PINCST, and 2- £0°+0O 
+ .LYNNC ON PINCSTA; others, of Lydford, 
+7EDELNOD MO LINFO, and York, +OVDGRIM ON 
EOFRI, all fine Z 
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Penny, of Canterbury (Type Ila), +4DELRED REX 
ANGLO, diad. bust to r.; rev. +LEOFRIC M—O 
CAENT, hand of Providence issuing from clouds; on either 

side, A— yw, very fine, but slightly chipped on the edge; 
others, of Exeter (2), moneyers, +PVII FSR ON EXON, 
+TVNA MO- EAXECEST, and = Ipswich (3), 
+AEDESTAN...G_ (broken), +LEOFRIC M—o© 
GYPEC, very fine, +LEOPMAN M—O GIPES, fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Lewes, moneyers, +DEODGAR 

M—O LEPE; Lincoln, +STYRGAR M—O LI; London 
(5), +DEODGILD M—O LIND, +GODRIC M—O 
LVND, +OSVLF M—O LVNDONI (B.M.C. 194), 
+OSVULF M—O LVNDO, and +ZIBPINE M—O 
LVNDONI, fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Rochester (2), moneyers, 
+EADELM M—® ROFE, very fine, +SIDPIN M—O 
ROFECE; Southampton, +LIFINC M—O HAMTVN 
(pierced); Stamford, +LIVING M—O STAN, and Thet- 
ford, +OSFERD M—O DEOTFO, fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Winchester (2), moneyers, 
+AEDELSTAN M—O PINTO, and +RAEEGNVLF 
M—O PINT, and York, +COLGRIM M—O EFF; others, 
of Exeter (Type II d, with lines curved outwards issuing 
from clouds, and A—w), moneyer; +BYRNSIGE M—O 
ELXE, and London, +GODPINE M—O LVND, fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Thetford, +EADGAR M—O DEOTF 
(holed), London (Type I), +LIOFSTAN M—Q LVND, 
and another (Type IIc), without letters on either side of 
hand, +EADELM M—O LVNDO, very fine 

? 
Penny (Type IIIa), of Cambridge, +/ZDELRED REX 

ANGLO, diad. bust to 1., in front, sceptre; rev. +EDRIC 
M—O GRANT, short cross, voided; in angles, CRV + 
(B.M.C. 109), rare, but cracked; others, of Canterbury, 
+EADPOLD M—O CAENT (B.M.C. 21), Ipswich, 
+GOD M—O GIFAELE, London (3), +ADELPINE 
M—O LVND, +LFPINE M—O LVN (pierced), 
+ AEDERED M—O LVN, and +ALFDET M—O LVN 

Pennies, similar type, of London (6), moneyers, +AZLFSTAN 
M—O LVN, +EADMVND M—O LVN, +EDPINE 
M—O LVND, +GOLDPIN M—O LVN, +LEOFPINE 
M—O LVN, and +OZCYTEL M—O LVND, very good 

- 
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Pennies, similar type, of Lymne, +LEOFRIC M—O 
LYMNE, rare; Shaftesbury (2), +GODA M—O SCAGFT, 
+7EDELGAR M—O SCA®FT; London, +LEOFSTAN 

M—O LVN, and Sudbury, +ALFRIC M—O SYDBY, 
chiefly fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Totnes (2), moneyers, + AZALFSTAN 
M—O TOTA, and + DODA M—O TOTA, both chipped; 
Wallingford, +A2LFRIC M—O PELIC, and Winchester 
(2), +BYRMSIEG M—O PINT, +GODPINE M—O 
PINT, fine 

Pennies, similar type, of York (3), +DVRSTAN M—O 
EOFR, +ODDAS M—O EOFR, and . +SPERTING 
M—O EOF, all three fine, others (Type III C, with bust 
z.) of Canterbury, +EADPOLD M—O CZENT, and 
Ipswich, +GOD M—O GIFELE (broken in half) 

Penny (Type IV a), of Bardney, +AZSDELRED REX 
ANGLO, diad. bust to 1.; rev. +BYRHSIGE M’®© 
BARD, long cross voided, each limb ending in three 
crescents, rare; others, of Canterbury (2), +LEOFRIC 
MO CANT, and +LEOFSTAN @N CANT, the first 
two cracked 

Pennies, similar type, of Chester, moneyers, OSCYTEL MO 
“LEIE, Exeter (2), +DVNSTAN M:© E.AXE, and 
+ PINSIGE MQO EAXE, Gloucester (2), +LEOFSIGE 
MIQ GLEA (B.M.C. 107), and +PIHTSIGE M’®© 
GLEA, fine 

Penmes, similar type, of Hereford, +BYRHSTAN M:@ 
HERE (B.M.C. 115); Huntingdon (2), +A2LFRIC M—O 
HVNT (B.M.C. 118) and OSGVT MQ0 HVNT (B.M.C. 
120), chipped; Ipswich, +GOD MQO GIFELE (ascribed 
to IIchester by Lord Grantley), fine; Leicester, 
ee MQ LEIE, and Lewes, + AELFGAR M’®© 
EPE 

Pennies, similar type, of Lincoln (3), AADELNOD MON® 
LINC® (B.M.C. 161), +ELFSI MQO LINC (B.M.C. 
169), and of London (5), +BRIGHTLAF M : ® LVND (2 vars.), +EADPOLD M’® LVND, +EADRIC M’@ LVND, and +EADPINE M@O LVND 
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1130 Pennies, similar type, of London, moneyers, +GODEMAN 
4oO°o° _M’® LVND, +LEOFNOD M-@ LVND (2 vars.), 

+LVFINC M: © LVND (holed), and +SIPINE M: © 
LVND (holed) 

*1131 Penny, similar type, of Milborn Port, moneyer, +A DELRIC 
G-o ° M’@ MYLE, fine and rare; others, of Stamford, 

4&-? 

+CRISTIN MQ®© STAN; Thetford, +OSBERN M: © 
DEOD, and Totness, +PVLFMAER M: © TOTA, fine 

*1132 Penny, similar type, of Wareham?, +ELFGAR MOO PER, 
very fine 

""L. A, Lawrence collection. 

> 

1133 Pennies, similar type, of Wilton (2), +SAZPINE MQO PILT 
= (2 vars.), and Winchester (4), +ALFPOLD MQ® PINT, 

#0 ° + ZELFSIGE MQO PIN, +BYRHTMER MQO PIN, 
+BYRMNOD MOO PINT, +BYRHSIGE MOO PINT 

1134 Pennies, similar type, of York, +DVRSTAN M: © EOFR 
bs (2 vars.), +LEOFSTAN M’O EOFR (2 vars.), + @BAN 

~~ MQO EOFR, +SVMRLIDA MO EOFR, +SVNVLF 
M’O EOEFR, and two others, one broken, chiefly fine 

1135 Penny (Type VIII), of Cambridge, +/ZDELRED REX 
. Oo ANGL, bust to 1. in armour and radiate helmet; rev. 

+PRVLESIGE M’O GRANT, long cross voided bisecting 
square with three pellets at each corner; another, 
+LEOFSIGE M : © GRANT; Canterbury, +GODPINE 
MQO CENT; Exeter,. +DVDEL M’@© EAXE; Lincoln, 
+ODGRIM M : O LIH, and London (2), +PVLFSTAN 
MMO LVND, the other broken, chiefly fine 

CNUT 

A.D. 1016-1035 

7-0o 1136 Penny, of Norwich (Type II), rude bust to 1.; rev. 
+ ASDR : D MO NOR, long cross voided, each limb end- 
ing in three crescents, well preserved and extremely 
rare, from the Mentagu and Murdoch collections; another, 

of Totnes, +PVLFMER M: © T@TA, fine 

¢&- © 1137 Penny, of Lincoln, obv. Type V, bust to 1., crowned, within 
quatrefoil, rev. Type II, long cross voided over quatrefoil, 
moneyer, +OSGOT M’®@ LINC; others, similar types, of 
Shrewsbury, + ALFEL M@N SRO; Thetford, 
+EADRED MO DEOD, and York, +ARNCETEL 
(broken), the first three fine 
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Penny, of Bristol (Type VIII), bust to 1., crowned, within 
quatrefoil; rev., on quatrefoil long cross voided, pellet in 
centre; moneyer, AXGLEPINE ON BRIS, rare; others, of 
Chester, pellet in front of bust, +ALFSI ON_LEGE (cf. 
B.M.C. 271); in front and behind bust, .:., +ELEPINE 

O LEGE, +LEOFPI ON LEGC, all fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Gloucester (3), moneyers, 
+GODPINE O GLE, +GODPINE © GLP, and 
+ SIPRD ON GLEP.; Lincoln (2), +GODA ON LIN 
and +SPTRBRAND O LI, all fine 

Pennies, similar type, of London (6), moneyers, +BRINME 

@©M@ _ LVND, +EADPINE @©@N LVNDENE, 
+GODERH MO LVND, +RALF ...LVND, 
+SPERTBRAND O LV, and +SVMERLED O LII, 
all fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Norwich, +DVRFERD MN NOR; 
Salisbury, +SAEMAN ON SEARBVR; Southwark (2), 
+EADPINE SVDG, +BRNTINE M SVD, and Stamford, 
+BRAND Mo STAN, the last three fine 

Penny, similar type, of Watchet, +GODCIL ON PEE 
(B.M.C. 550), fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Winchester (3), +AZLFRIC @©N 
PINCSTR, +ALFPOLD @©N PI, and +LEOF M 
PINCST; Thetford, +SPRVNT MO DEO; and York, 
+ASGVT © EOFRI, all very good 

Penny, of Axminster, +CNUT . REX ANGLORV, crowned 
bust to 1.; rev. +HVNEPINE O XS, cross voided .on 
quatrefoil slightly arched, well preserved and rare 
‘From the Duke of Beaufort and L. A. Lawrence 
collections. 

} 
Pennies (Type VIII), of Bristol, +ZLPINE @N BRIC, 

rare, from the Murdoch sale (lot 135); Cambridge 
+CNIHT MO GRAN, from the same sale; Chester (2), 

’ 

+GODPINE @©N LE, and +LEOFSTAN © LE, ail fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Colchester, +Z2LFPINE M COL; 
Gloucester, + LEOFSIGE @N GLE; Ilchester, 
+/ELFSIGE ON GIFEL (cf. B.M.C. 206), edge broken: 
os Lincoln, +OSMVND M@® LINC, the second very 
ime 
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Pennies, similar type, of London °(8), moneyers, 
+7EDELFERD M’O LVND (2 var.), +42LPPI ON 
LVNY, +EADPOLD @©N L:VIDE, +EDPINE MOO 

LVND (chipped), +ELEPINE @©N LVND, +FREDI 
M® LVN, and +PYNSI ON LVIDEIIE :, some fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Oxford (2), +LEOQFMAN MOO 
OX, +SEPINE OXSENA, and Richborough (3), Type - 
V obv. and IX rev., +CNOFLNIN RIC, the last very 
fine and rare 

Pennies, similar type, of Stamford (2), +CAPELIN M® 
STA, and +GODPINE M STA; Thetford, +LDRED 
M DEO; and Winchester, +CYNNA P INCSTR, fine 

Penny (Type XII), of Taunton, +4ZLFSIGE ON TANTYV, 
and another (Type XII), of London, +AELFSTAN @N 
LVNDE; Type XX, London (a fragment), .. . LDFIN, 
cross composed of four ovals (cf. B.M. Cat., Pl. XIX, 4) 

Penny (Type XIV), of Bath, bust to 1., wearing pointed 
helmet, in front, sceptre; rev. AEDELRIC MO BADVM, 
short cross voided, in each angle, broken annulet enclosing 

pellet, very fine, from the Nunn collection; others, of 
Canterbury, +LEOFNOD @N CAENT, and Colchester, 
+AEDELPINE M—@® COL (B.M.C. 35), all three very 
fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Hastings. +ELFPERD ON 

HZESTINI; Lincoln (2), +IVSTAN i@*—O LINCOL, and 

+MATADAN @N LINC; London (3}, + ZLFPKVC ON 
LVNDEN, +ELPERD ON LVNDE, and +GODERE 
@N LVND, well preserved 

Pennies, similar type, of London (4), +GODERE ON 
LVNDE, +LEOFPINE. ON LVN, +LEOFPOLD @©N 

LVND, +EDGAR @©N LVHDENE; Stamford (2), 
+ AZISMAN @N STANF@, and +DVRVLF ON STAN, 
all very good 

Pennies, similar type, of Thetford, +PINEAN ON DEOD; 
York (5), +ASGOVT © EOFR, +CRVN MQO EOFRP, 
+ EDELPINE M—OQ EO, +FARDEIN M—® EOF, and 
+ TOOCA M—® EOFR; others (2) of same type, illegible 
and damaged, and a cut Halfpenny, moneyer, 
LEOFSTAN, some fine 
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Penny (Type XVI), of Bedford, bust to 1., diad.; in front, 
sceptre; rev. short cross, voided, in centre, circle enclosing 

pellet; moneyer, SOTA ON BEDEFO (B.M.C. 15), 
from the Duchess of Bedford and L. A. Lawrence 
collections 

Pennies, similar type, of Canterbury, +BRHTRED ON 
CEN:; Dover, +ETSIGE ON DOFRAN (B.M.C. 53); 
Lewes, +GODEFRID ON LEPE (B.M.C. 261), and 
Lincoln (2), +COLRIM @©—N LINCO, and +OSLAC 
ON LINCOL, fine 

Pennies, similar type, of London (3), +BRVNMAN ON LV, 
+SPAN ON LVNDEN, +PYNSIGE ON LVND* 
(B.M.C. 461); Shaftesbury, +AZGELRIC ON SEFT, and 

Taunton, +A{FSIG TANTV, fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Thetford, +DINTMAN ON DEO; 
Wallingford, +/ZLFPINE ON PELII; Wilton (2), 
+7ELFSTAN @IN PIL (2 var.); Winchester (2), 
+/EGELRIC ON PINC, and +LEODNER ON PINT, 
and York, + AZGELPINE ON EOF, all very good 

Penny, of Bath (Type XVII), rev. over short cross voided, 
quadrilateral ornament with pellet at each angle and in 
centre, moneyer, AXGELHER ON BADA, fine and rare 

Pennies, similar type, of Winchester, +GODHAII ON 
PINCC; London, +GORIM ON LOND; and York (2), 
+BEORN MON EOE FRA, and ALFERE ON 
EOFERPIC, well preserved 

HAROLD I 

A.D. 1035-1040 

Penny, of Bristol (Type I), +HARO LD REX, bust to 1., 
diad.; rev. +SAEPINE @N BRICC, cross composed of 
four ovals, in centre, annulet with pellet in centre, fine 
and rare 

Pennies, similar type, of Dover (DOFR), poor; Exeter, 
+ EDSIEIE ON ELXEL, very fine, scarce : 
‘From the Addington and Mcntagu collections. 

Pennies, similar type, of Lincoln, +PVLFRIC. ON LINCO; 
and London, +EOPINE ON LVNDEN, and 
+GOLDSIGE ON LVN, very good 
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Penny, similar type, of Malmesbury, rev. +LEOFDEGN ON 
M MEL :-, fine and very rare 

‘From the Burstal Collection, 1912 (£6 10s.). 

Penny, similar type, of Salisbury, +GODPINE @©N SER, 
fine and rare 

Penny, of Bristol (Type V), bust to 1. in armour, in front, 
shield and sceptre; rev. long cross voided, in each angle, 
trefoil of three pellets; moneyer, +PULPINE O BRIC 
(B.M.C. 10), well preserved and rare 

**From the L. A. Lawrence collection. 

Penny, similar type, of Cambridge, + AELFPIG ON G: RAN, 

fine and rare 

Pennies, similar type, of Lincoln, +EDPVLD ON LIN, 
and London, +BRINTNER ON LV, the second coin very 
fine, from the Robinson sale, 1891 

Pennies, similar type, of London (3), +GOLTSHGF O LVN, 
+PVLPII ON LVN, and +LEOFSTAN,.ON LY, 
cracked, well preserved and scarce 

Penny, similar type, of Shrewsbury, +PVLFS : ON SCOB 
(B.M.C. 88), fine and very rare 

Penny, similar type, of Thetford, +LEOFPINE ON : DEO 
(B.M.C. 110), fine and very rare 

Penny, similar type, of Wallingford, +PVLPNE @N PELI, 
fine and rare 

Penny, similar type, of Winchester, +ELFPINE ON PINC;, 
fine and scarce 

Pennies, similar type, of York (3), +DVRGRIN ON EO, 
+GRIMVLF ON EO, and +STIRCOL ON EOF, well 
preserved 

HARTHACNUT 
A.D. 1040-1042 - 

Penny, of Bath (Type I), +HARD CNUT RE, bust to r., 
diad.; rev. + P : EDELL ON BADA, cross composed of 
four Ovals, fine and rare 

"From the L. A. Lawrence collection, 

3 
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Penny, similar type, of Guildford (Rud. 24, 1), reading 

+HARDACNVT RE; rev. +BLACMAN ON GIL, very 

fine and very rare 

‘*From the Brice and Montagu (lot 101) ccllections. 

Penny, of Exeter (Type II), +HARDACNVT REX, bust to 

1.; diad., holding sceptre in 1. hand; rev. +EDMER @N 

EXCESR, short cross voided on quadrilateral ornament, 

etc., fine and rare 

**From the L. A. Lawrence collection, 

Penny, similar type, of Lincoln, rev. +OSFERTH @©N 

LINCO, very good and rare 
**From the F. G. Lawrence collection, 1900. 

Penny, similar type, of Gloucester, rev. +LEOFNOD @N 
GLEPE, well preserved and rare 

Penny, of London?, +HARDCNVT, bust to 1. in armour; 
rev. +ALFRID ON LV, long cross voided, each limb 

ending in crescents, in each angle, annulet, well 

preserved and rare 

Penny, of London?, +HAR E CNV; rev. + ALFRED : ON 
LV, long cross voided; in two angles, annulet, well pre- 

served and rare; another, +DORCITL ON LA, well 
preserved Danish types 

Penny, of London ?, rev. ALFPARD ON LVDI, long cross 
voided, crescent in two angles, @; another, +INDODD 
ON LVD, well preserved Danish types 

EDWARD THE CONFESSOR 

A.D. 1042-1066 

Penny, of Aylesbury (Type I), bust to 1. with radiate crown; 
rev. +LEOFPINE ON EGEL, small cross pattée, fine 
and scarce; another, of same moneyer, mint Al E 

Pennies, similar type, of Canterbury, moneyer, +GYLDEI 
PINE ON C#; Chester, + BLACAMAN ON LEI; Exeter 
(2), + 4ELF .. CON ECEX, and + EDMER ON CXEES; 

Hertford, +GODMAN ON HEOR (rare), and Lincoln 
(2), +42LNOD ON LINCOL, and +GODRIC ON 
LINCO, all in very good state 
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1186 Pennies, similar type, of London (6), +EIGARR ON LVND, 
J-l4&- 0 +ELFPINE ON LVHD, +GODESVNE ON LVND, 

+GODRIC ON LVN, +LEOFRID ON LVND, and 
+PVLRED ON LVD, all very good 

1187 Pennies, similar type, of Malmesbury (2), +BRIHTPINE 
G@-fd.‘¢ ON HEA, very fine, and another, +HVNNA ON 

: MEALMI, fine, both scarce 

1188 Pennies, similar typ,e ff Shaftesbury?, +PVLFRIC ON 
> ISEES; Southwark?, +BURRED ON SVDGO; Thetford, 

+PVLFRIC ON DIODFO, and Winchester, +LADMER 
ON PINC, all fine 

1189 Pennies, similar type, of York (8), +4ZTHELPINE ON 
oe EOF, AADELPINE ON EOF, +ELEFRIC ON EPIEFR 

x (?), +ELFPINE ON EOFER, +ARNCETEL ON 
EOFRPI, +CETEL ON EOFERI, +NILDVLF ON 
EOFR, and + ®NHIPDIIC ON EIOJNIL, all very good 

1190 Pennies (Type II), of Bedford, bust to 1., diad.; rev. short 
vw 5 0 cross voided; moneyer, +GILD ON BEDEP, very rare; 

Chester, +ASLFSIE ON CEIL; Huntingdon, +VLFLTL 
ON HVNT; Ipswich, +PVLSIF ON GIP, and York, 
+COL ON EOFER, ail fine 

‘"From the Montagu sale, lot 827. 

4-4 —oO 1191 Penmes, similar type, of Ipswich, +EDPI ON GIPESP; 
London (4), +DEORMAN ON LV, +EDPINE ON 
LVN:J, +GOLDSI ON LV, and +PVLPINE ON 
LVND, all very good 

1192 Pennies, similar type, of Salisbury, +/ELFPOLD ON SE; 
eso Sandwich, +LEOFPINE ON SA; Thetford (2), 

+LSIG ON DET, +LEFRIC ON. THE, and 
Winchester, +EDPIE ON PIN, all very good 

f -/0e- oo 1193 Pennies, similar type, of York, +ARNGRIM ON EO, 
+ DOR ON EOFER (2 var.), +IVGBTEL ON EOF, and 
another, all fine 

1194 Penny, of Bristol (Type III), diad- bust to 1.; in front, sceptre 
(pommée) ; rev. over short cross voided quadrilateral orna- 
ment with three pellets at each angle, moneyer, AALFPERD 
ON BRICS, very fine; others, of Hastings, + LEOFPINE 
ON HAST : A; Hereford, +PVLFPI ON HER, and 
London (3), +BRIHTRED ON LVE, +GODPINE ON 
LVND, and +LIFINCC ON LVNDE, all fine 

C) \ 0 2 
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Pennies, similar type, of Salisbury?, +GODPINE ON CERE 

(cf. Hks., p. 164); Sandwich?, +LIOFPINE ON SAN, 
and Thetford, +LEOFPINE ON DEO, fine and scarce 

Pennies, similar type, of Winchester (3), + ASSTANLOF ON 
PICE, +LEOFPINE ON PINC, and another, uncertain; 

York (3), +DVRGRIM ON EOFE, +ERNCYTEL ON 
EOF; +SOLA ON EOFERPICC, and four others, un- 
certain, all very good, one broken 

Penny, of Bristol (Type IV), bust to 1., diad., in front, sceptre; 

rev. long cross voided, in centre, circle enclosing pellet, 
and in angles, PACX; moneyer, A23LRIC ON BRIC; others 
of Exeter (2), +DODA ON EXCES, and +LEOFPINE 

ON EC, and Lincoln (4), +CVDFERD ON LINC, 
+DVRGPIN ON LIN, +GODRIC ON LINCO, and 
+VLF ON LINCOLINA, all fine 

Pennies, similar type, of London; +ELFPINE ON LVND, 

and Winchester, +GODHAH ON PINC; others (Type 
IVa), short cross voided, with no crescents at ends of 
limbs; Dover, +BOGE ON DOFERAN; London, 

+ICOCREC.ON LVNDNE, and York, GODRIC? ON 
EOF, ail fine 

Pennies (2), of Chester (Type V), bust to 1., diad.; sceptre 
in front; rev. +ASLFSIE ALDA ON LEE: (chipped), and 
+LEOFNOD ON LEI, short cross voided, the limbs 
gradually expanding and united at base by two circles; 
another, of Ilchester, +OSPARD ON GIFELE (B.M.C. 
431), fine and scarce 

Pennies, similar type, of Lincoln (2), +ODGRIM ON 
LINCO, +VLF ON LINCOLNE; London (2), 
+ ELFSIGE ON LVND, and +BRIHTMERE ON LV; 
Norwich, + [CCN]ELM on NORD (B.M.C. 1095), rare, 
all fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Shrewsbury, +LEOFSTAN ON SCR 
(cf. B.M.C. 1177); Stamford, +PVLFPINE ON STAN; 
Thetford (2), +LEOFPINE ON DEODI, and a var. with 
DEOD, and Warwick, +LVFINC ON PERINC PIC, 
rare, all fine 

Pennies, of York (4), similar type, but with annulet in one 
angle of cross; moneyers, +ARCYTEL ON EOFERP, 
+ARNGRIM ON EOFER, +DORR ON EOFR PIC, a 
mule, and +PINTERFVME L ON EOF, fine 
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Penny, of Darenth? (Type VII), bust to r., bearded, and 
holding in r. hand a sceptre; rev. +PVLSIE ON DERNT, 
short cross voided, each limb terminating in three 
crescents, very rare; others of Hastings (2), +BRID ON 
H/ESTEIN, and +DVINNC ON HESTIC, and Ipswich, 
+ PVLSIE ON GIPEIC, all fine 

Pennies, similar type, of London, +EGELPIN ON LVNDEE; 
Norwich, +DVRFERD ON NOR (cf. B.M.C. 1101); 
Southampton, +PVLNOD ON HAM; Stamford, 

+GODPINE ON STANF, and Winchester, +GODPINE 
FIDIA ON PINC, all very good 

Pennies, of York (Type VIIa, with annulet in one angle of the 
cross), moneyers, +ARNCEL ON EOFER, +ARNGRIM 

ON EOFE, + DORR ON EOFERP, and +STIRCOL ON 
EOFER, fine 

Penny (Type IX) of Bedford, King seated towards r. on 
throne, wearing crown, holds in r. hand sceptre and in 
1. orb surmounted by cross; rev. short cross voided, in each 
angle a martlet; moneyer, +SPOTA ON BEDEFODI; 

another, of Bedwin (Wilts), + GILDA ON BEDEPIN (cf. 

B.M. Cat., Pl. XXII, 6), both fine, the second rare, from 
the Allen sale, 1898 (lot 258) : 

Pennies, similar type, of Chichester (2), +GODPINE ON 
CICESTI, and +LODPINE ON CICESTERE (struck 
over another coin), very fine; Cricklade, +A!GELPI ON 
CRECCELA (cf. B.M-C. 152), chipped, rare, and 
Hastings, +BRID ON HESTIEN, fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Ipswich, +LEOFPOLD ON G: IP 

(chipped); Lewes, +EADPINE ON LP; Lincoln, 
+GODRIC ON LINCOL; London, +PVGAR ON LVN 

DENE, and Malmesbury?, +LEOFDAIG ON ULF, rare, 
all fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Southampton, +ASLFPINE ON 

HAM; Wallingford, +BRVNPINE ON PALI (B.M.C. 

1286 var.); Winchester, +GODPINE ON PINCES, and 

York (Type IXa), with annulet in two angles of cross, 

+SNEBRN ON EOFERPI, and +VLFCETEL ON 
EOFR, and a fragment, chiefly fine 
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Penny, of Barnstaple (Type XI), bust to r., bearded, wearing 

crown of two arches; in front, sceptre; rev. +AZLFRIC 

ON BERDEST, short cross voided, in centre, pellet, very 

fine and very rare 

Pennies, similar type, of Bedford (2), [...] EPI ON 
BEDEFOR, chipped, and +SIGOD ON BEDEFOD (cf. 
B.M.C. 25); Bedwin, +GILD ON BEDEPINDE, very 

fine and rare, and Chester (2), + DVNINC ON LEGECE, 
and +SPAETCOL ON LEGECC, fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Chichester, +AiLFPINE ON 
CICEA, very fine; Derby, +FROMA ON DOR (im 
two fragments); Gloucester, +[BRIHT|NOHD ON 
GLEP (only half the coin); Hastings (3), +BRID: ON 
HAESTI (B.M.C. 512), +DVNNINC ON H4EST, and 
+PVLFRIC ON HAESTI, the last three very fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Hereford, +ASLFPI ON HEREFOR 
(B.M.C. 547); Ipswich, +LIOFPOLD ON _ GIPES; 
Lincoln, +VLF ON LINCOLIE, and Maldon (2), 
+GODRIC ON MALDV, chipped, and +GODPINE O 
MAELDVN, three very fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Norwich, +PVLFSIG ON 
NORDPIC; Oxford, +BRIHTRED ON OX; Thetford 
(3), +ATSERE ON PIODFOD (2 var.), +BLACERE 
ON PIODFO (cf. B.M.C: 1548), +GODELE ON 
PIODFO; *..-° .RE*.-- PIODFO  (troken), 7 and 
+SVMERLIDE ON PIODFO, several fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Shaftesbury, +ELFPERD ON 
SCETC; Stamford, +BRVNPINE ON STANO; Steyning 
(3), +DIORMAN ON STAENIG, and Tamworth, 
+ COLIL ON TAMPOR (B.M. Cat., Pl. XXIX, 4), rare, 
chiefly fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Thetford (3), +ELFPINE ON DET, 
+FOLCERD ON DITFOR, and +GODRIC ON 
DITFOR; Twyneham?, +/ELFPINE ON TINE, rare; 
Wareham, +SIDEMAN ON PERHA; Winchester, 

+SPRACELINE ON PINCE, and Worcester (2), 
+/BGELPINE ON PINREC, and +LIOFINC ON 
PIHREC, struck over type IX, all fine 
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Pennies, similar type, of York, +ARNGRIM ON EOFR, and 
Type XIa, with annulet in one angle of the cross, +SCVLA 
ON EOFRPICE, +SCVLAE ON EOFRPI (38 var.), 
+SNEBORN ON EOFER, +ODGRIM ON EOFRP, and 
another, pierced, all fine 

Penny, of Cambridge (Type XIII), bust facing, bearded, 
wearing arched crown; rev. small cross pattée; moneyer, 

+EADRD ON GRANT; others, of Canterbury, +MAN 
ON CANTVR; Chichester, +PVLFRIC ON CIC, ail 
three fine 

Pennies, similar type, of London (8), +AZLFPARD ON 
LVND, +IELFPARD ON LV (three pellets on shoulder 
instead of one), and +SPETMAN ON LVN; Oxford, 
+ALPPI ON OXENFE; Romney (2), +PVLFM/ER ON 
RVME, one cracked, the other in two fragments, the first 
three very fine 

Pennies, similar type, of Steyning, +DIORMAN ON STA; 
Thetford, +ATSER ON DETFOR; Wallingford, 
+ BRIHTMER ON PA; Watchet, +GODRIC ON PICE; 
Worcester, +LEOFSTANN ON PIHR (cf. B.M.C. 
1320); Winchester, +LIFINC ON PINCES, fine 

Pennies, varieties of Type XIII, of Hastings, with two pellets 
in the field, +THEODRED ON HEST (in fragments) ; 
another, of same mint, +[COLSPE]GEN ON H&S (a 
fragment), and a third, as last, with four pellets in rev., 
+DEODRED ON H&S, two pellets (2 var-); Ipswich, 
+BRIHTRIC ON GIPE, crescent in field; London, 
+GODRIC ON LVNDE, four crescents, one very fine 

Pennies (Type XIIIa, with annulet beside cross pattée on 
rev.), of York, +ARNGRIM ON EOF, +ARCIL ON 
EOFRPI, +ARCEL ON EOFRPI, +DORR ON 
EOFERPI, and +IOCETL ON EOFERPI, fine 

Pennies, similar type, all of York, +ODBOREN ON EO, 
+ODBERN ON EOFRP, +ODGRIM ON EOFR, 
+ODREN ON EOFRI, +SCYLA ON EOFERP, 
+SPARTCOF ON EOFR, +VLFCTEL ON EOFP (2), 
all very good 
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1224 Penny (Type XV), of Canterbury, bust to r. wearing arched 

crown, in front, sceptre; rev. +EA... RD ON CANTV, 

- short cross voided, in each angle, pyramid springing from 
inner circle and ending in pellet; others, of Chester, 
+HVv.RALR ON LECE; Chichester, +PWLFRIC ON 
CICEST, and Derby (2), +DVNINC ON DOEBII, and 
FROM ON DEORBIOI, the last broken in half, the 

others all very good 5 

ot -/2- © 

1225 Pennies, similar type, of Hastings, +DEODRED ON HIE; 

London, +PVLGAR ON LVN; Shrewsbury, +GODPINE 
ON SROBB; Steyning, + GODPINE ON STIE, and Stam- 
ford, +LEOFRIC ON STANF, all fine 5 

4-7 7@ 

1226 Pennies, similar type, of Taunton, +BRIHTRIC ON TAN, 
rare; Walingford, +BRAND ON PALING; Winchester, 
+LEOFPOLD ON PINC; +LIFINC ON PINCI, fine 4 

Ww ) 0 8 

1227 Pennies, of York, similar type (XIIIa), with annulet in one 

angle of rev., +ALEIF ON EOFERPI, +DOR ON 
EOFERPIC, +DORR ON EOFRPIEC, +OVDBEAN P Z 

ON EO, +SCVLA ON EOFR, +VLFCETEL ON a. — f =e 

EOFE, and one of London, +PVIIGR ON LVN; also 

Type XVI, but legends indistinct, chiefly fine 8 

HAROLD II 

January to 14 October, 1066 

*1228 Penny (Type 1), of Lewes, +HAROLD REX ANG, crowned 

bust to 1.; in front, sceptre; rev. +OZFOLD ON LEPEEI, od 

across field and between two lines, PAX (B.M.C. 45), 3-3-0 

fine and rare 1 

1229 Penny, of Lewes, similar to last, and another, of London, 2.45 :o 

+SPETMAN ON LVN, both only well preserved 2: Som 7 

*1230 Penny, of London, similar type, +LEOFSI ON LVNDEN, . 

very fine and rare I 

1231 Penny, of London, similar type, +EDPINE ON LVNDE, 
fine and rare 1 

1232 Penny, of Shrewsbury, + B[AR]NOI ON SROBR, very fine 

and rare 1-“-¢f6* <2 
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~ 1240 

Penny, of Steyning, + DERMON ON STENI, very fine and 
rare, from the Allen sale, 1898 (Chancton Farm find) 

Penny, of Thetford, +GODPINE ON DEOTF, very good 
and rare 

Penny, of Wilton, +/ELFPOLD ON PIL, well preserved 
and rare 

Penny, of Worcester?, + ...DEDI ON PIC, fine and very 
rare (ascribed to this mint by the late P. W. P. Carlyon- 
Britton; from the L. A. Lawrence collection) 

Penny, of York, +OUDGRIM ON EOF (B.M.C. 17), fine 
and rare 

Penny, of York, +VLFCETEL ON EO (B.M.C. 24), very 
fine and rare 

‘From the Robinson sale, 1891. 

Penny (Type Ia, without sceptre in front of head), Bristol 
mint, +CEORL ON BRVCC, fine and rare 

Pennies, same type as last, of Norwich, +DVRSTAN ON 
NOI (B.M.C. 76), and Romney, +PVLMER ON 
RVMEI, very rare, and a fragment, neither fine 

END OF SALE. 



Periodical Sales 
POSTAGE STAMPS, 

ANTIQUE CHINA, SILYER PLATE, &c. 

OIL PAINTINGS AND WATER COLOURS, 

COLOURED PRINTS, ENGRAVINGS, &c. 

COINS, WAR MEDALS AND DECORATIONS. 

OLD CHINESE AND JAPANESE CURIOS, &c. 

Terms 124 per cent; minimum charge on any lot 2/- 

Entries can now be received. 

a 



7, ARGYLL STREET, 

OXFORD CIRCUS, W.r. 
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American Numismatic Societ 

PRICED CATALOGUES 
of Coins and Medials. 

FTER each sale these catalogues are 

A issued with the prices realised printed 

in the margin opposite each lot, thus giving » 

at a glance a reliable guide to values. 

The final test of value must always be 

auction prices rather than the figures given 

in books of reference, for changing times 

and fashions soon render the latter obsolete 

and misleading. 

On the average we issue twelve Coin and 

Medal catalogues a year, some of which 

are usually of sales of important collections. 

The priced catalogués are posted to 

subscribers as soon as ready, usually about 

a week after the date of sale and the 

subscription is 

ONE GUINEA per annum. 



Messrs. Glendining & Co., Ltd. 
CONDUCT AUCTION SALES OF 

SILVER, JEWELLERY, ANTIQUE 

“See FURNITURE, VIOLINS 

) 

War i a ee + thedile s : Oed 

Postage —s Z ipa si F os 

WEEKLY THROUGHOUT THE SEASON. 

CASH ADVANCES, IF REQUIRED, 
ON LOTS SENT FOR. 
ABSOLUTE SALE. 

Lots to be Included in these Sales 

should be sent In as soon as possible. 

Minimum Charge for Single Lots 5/- 

PROMPT SETTLEMENTS — 

GLENDINING & CO,, Ltd. 
7, ARGYLL STREET, OXFORD CIRCUS, W. 

Pardy & Son (Printers) Ltd., The Triangle, Beurnemeuth. 


